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Date: 6/17/2016 Sel/"'""'1:h Judicial District - Teton County User: PHYLLIS 
Time: 01:21 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 3 Case: CV-2015-0000203 Current Judge: Gregory W Moeller 
Ronald Lynn Swafford, etal. vs. Huntsman Springs 
Ronald Lynn Swafford, Margaret Swafford vs. Huntsman Springs 
Date Code User Judge 
7/17/2015 NGOC PHYLLIS New Case Filed - Other Claims Gregory W Moeller 
ATRE PHYLLIS Plaintiff: Swafford, Ronald Lynn Attorney Retained Gregory W Moeller 
Ronald L. Swafford 
ATRE PHYLLIS Plaintiff: Swafford, Margaret Attorney Retained Gregory W Moeller 
Ronald L. Swafford 
PHYLLIS Filing: AA- All initial civil case filings in District Gregory W Moeller 
Court of any type not listed in categories E, F and 
H(1) Paid by: Swafford Law Receipt number: 
0060245 Dated: 7/17/2015 Amount: $221.00 
(Cashiers Check) For: Swafford, Ronald Lynn 
(plaintiff) 
SMIS PHYLLIS Summons Issued Gregory W Moeller 
9/23/2015 AFFD GABBY Affidavit Of Service Gregory W Moeller 
9/28/2015 ANSW SHILL Answer to Complaint and Counterclaim Gregory W Moeller 
SHILL Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Gregory W Moeller 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Moulton 
Law Receipt number: 0060847 Dated: 9/28/2015 
Amount: $136.00 (Check) For: Huntsman 
Springs, (defendant) 
ATRE SHILL Defendant: Huntsman Springs, Attorney Retained Gregory W Moeller 
Sean R Moulton 
9/29/2015 MOTN GABBY Motion For Judgment On Pleadings Or Summary Gregory W Moeller 
Judgment 
MEMO GABBY Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Gregory W Moeller 
Judgment On Pleadings Or Summary Judgment 
AFFD GABBY Affidavit Of Todd Woolstenhulme Gregory W Moeller 
NOTH GABBY Notice Of Hearing Gregory W Moeller 
HRSC GABBY Hearing Scheduled (Motions 11/03/2015 01 :30 Gregory W Moeller 
PM) 
10/1/2015 MISC GABBY Note Of Issue And Request For Trial Setting Gregory W Moeller 
10/7/2015 NOTH PHYLLIS Amended Notice Of Hearing Gregory W Moeller 
10/8/2015 HRRS PHYLLIS Hearing Rescheduled (Motions 11/17/2015 Gregory W Moeller 
01 :30 PM) for Summary Judgment 
11/3/2015 MEMO SHILL Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Gregory W Moeller 
Judgment on the Pleadings or Summary 
Judgment 
AFFD SHILL Affidavit of Ronald L Swafford in Opposition to Gregory W Moeller 
Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings or 
Summary Judgment 
11/9/2015 RETS SHILL Return Of Service Gregory W Moeller 
11/10/2015 MEMO SHILL Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Gregory W Moeller 
Judgment on Pleadings or Summary Judgment 
" 
Date: 6/17/2016 
Time: 01 :21 PM 
Page 2 of 3 
Sevr•,h Judicial District - Teton County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2015-0000203 Current Judge: Gregory W Moeller 
Ronald Lynn Swafford, etal. vs. Huntsman Springs 
User: PHYLLIS 
Ronald Lynn Swafford, Margaret Swafford vs. Huntsman Springs 
Date Code User 
11/17/2015 MINE PHYLLIS 
11/18/2015 DCHH PHYLLIS 
ADVS PHYLLIS 







12/3/2015 MOTN PHYLLIS 
12/4/2015 MOTN SHILL 
12/8/2015 MISC GABBY 
12/15/2015 MINE PHYLLIS 
Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Motion for Summary Judgment 
Hearing date: 11/17/2015 
Time: 1 :39 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Denise Nowak 
Minutes Clerk: Phyllis Hansen 
Tape Number: 
Trevor Castleton, Plaintiffs' Attorney 
Sean Moulton, Defendants' Attorney 
Hearing result for Motions scheduled on 
11/17/2015 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Patricia Hubble 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated at: for Summary Judgment 
Hearing result for Motions scheduled on 
11/17/2015 01 :30 PM: Case Taken Under 
Advisement for Summary Judgment 
Motion to Allow Submission of Additional 
Evidence in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Ronald L. Swafford in Support of 
Motion to Allow Submission of Additional 
Evidence in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Judge 
Gregory W Moeller 
Gregory W Moeller 
Gregory W Moeller 
Gregory W Moeller 
Gregory W Moeller 
Motion to Amend Complaint Gregory W Moeller 
Affidavit of Plaintiff in Support of Motion to Amend Gregory W Moeller 
Complaint 
Notice Of Hearing Gregory W Moeller 
Notice Of Service Gregory W Moeller 
Hearing Scheduled (Motions 12/15/2015 02:00 Gregory W Moeller 
PM) to Allow Submission 
Motion to Appear Telephonically Gregory W Moeller 
Motion to Strike Untimely Affidavit Gregory W Moeller 
Opposition To Motion To Amend Complaint Gregory W Moeller 
Minute Entry Gregory W Moeller 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 12/15/2015 
Time: 2:44 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Patricia Hubbell 
Minutes Clerk: Phyllis Hansen 
Tape Number: 
Plaintiff's Attorney Trevor Castleton 
Defendant's Attorney Sean Moulton 
"' 
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Hearing result for Motions scheduled on Gregory W Moeller 
12/15/2015 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Patricia Hubbell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated at: less than 1 00 
Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion for Gregory W Moeller 
Summary Judgment 
Judgment Gregory W Moeller 
Civil Disposition entered for: Huntsman Springs,, Gregory W Moeller 
Defendant; Swafford, Margaret, Plaintiff; 
Swafford, Ronald Lynn, Plaintiff. Filing date: 
4/11/2016 
Case Status Closed But Pending: Closed Gregory W Moeller 
Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs Gregory W Moeller 
Affidavit of Sean Moulton in Support of Costs and Gregory W Moeller 
Attorney's Fees 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees Gregory W Moeller 
Notice Of Hearing Gregory W Moeller 
Hearing Scheduled (Motions 05/13/2016 11 :00 Gregory W Moeller 
AM) for Attorney's fees 
Objection to Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs Gregory W Moeller 
and Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's Fees 
Amended Notice Of Hearing Gregory W Moeller 
Hearing Rescheduled (Motions 07/05/2016 Gregory W Moeller 
11 :00 AM) for Attorney's fees 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Gregory W Moeller 
Supreme Court Paid by: Luis Ortiz - Peak 
Printing Receipt number: 0062351 Dated: 
5/20/2016 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: 
Swafford, Ronald Lynn (plaintiff) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Estimate of Clerk's 
Record Paid by: Luis Ortiz - Peak Printing 
Receipt number: 0062352 Dated: 5/20/2016 
Amount: $100.00 (Check) 
Receipt Voided (Receipt# 62352 dated 
5/20/2016) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 62376 Dated 
5/24/2016 for 100.00) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 62377 Dated 
5/24/2016 for 200.00) 
"\ \ 
Gregory W Moeller 
Gregory W Moeller 
Gregory W Moeller 
Gregory W Moeller 
SEAN MOULTON 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 631 
60 East Wallace 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telephone: (208) 354-2345 
Fax: (208) 354-2346 
seanmoulton@tetonvalleylaw.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD AND 








Case No.: CV-2015-203 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON 
PLEADINGS OR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Neither the Swaffords' Memorandum in Opposition nor the Affidavit of Ron L. 
Swafford raise any issues of fact or law that prevents this Court from granting judgment in 
favor of Huntsman Springs. The Swaffords' Memorandum in Opposition essentially argues 
the following: 
(1) The Swaffords' 2014 letter to Huntsman Springs restarted the running of the 
statute of limitations. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM -1-
(2) The statute of limitations begins to run when the aggrieved party is fully 
aware of all of the alleged damages. 1 
Idaho law does not support the Swaffords' arguments. In Idaho, the statute of 
limitations in a contract case begins to run from the alleged "breach," not from when the 
plaintiff gives the defendant notice and an opportunity to repair. In this case, it is 
uncontested that the alleged breaches occurred in 2007 and 2008. And Idaho appellate 
courts have explicitly stated the statute of limitations begins to run from the breach even 
when there are absolutely no damages at the time of the breach. Mason v. Tucker & 
Associates, 125 Idaho 429, 436, 871 P.2d 846, 853 (Ct. App. 1994) (citation omitted). 
II. DISCUSSION 
1. Notice and opportunity to repair does not restart the statute of limitations; 
breach of the contract starts the running of the statute of limitations. 
Ron Swafford alleges that a letter he sent Huntsman Springs in 2014 restarted the 
statute of limitations. According to Mr. Swafford, the letter clarified to him that Huntsman 
springs "lacked intent" to repair the alleged breaches. Mr. Swafford has provided no legal 
authority that a letter can restart a statute of limitations. 
Idaho does have the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act for construction cases. 
LC. §§ 6-2501-2504. This is not a construction case. Even if this framework applied here, it 
is unclear how any "notice and opportunity to repair" restarts a statute of limitations. The 
concept of giving opportunity to repair prior to filing a lawsuit is intended to prevent 
1 Memorandum in Opposition, p.2. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM -2-
unnecessary lawsuits; notice and opportunity to repair does not provide plaintiffs additional 
time to file the lawsuit. Mr. Swafford misapplies the law. 
The Swaffords cite Saddlehorn Ranch Landowner's, Inc. v. Dyer, 146 Idaho 747, 203 
P.3d 677 (2009). In Saddlehorn, unlike this case, the letter itself was the breach of contract. 
That is, in Saddlehorn the defendants' letter itself changed a legal interest between the 
parties. Accordingly, the statute oflimitations began to run from the correspondence (the 
breach). Saddlehorn Ranch Landowner's, Inc. v. Dyer, 146 Idaho 747, 750, 203 P.3d 677, 
680 (2009). In this case, any correspondence between the Swaffords and Huntsman Springs 
in 2014 did nothing to the legal relationship between the parties. The breaches alleged by 
the Swaffords-the detriment of their legal interests allegedly inflicted by Huntsman 
Springs-occurred in 2007 and 2008. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has explicitly rejected the legal reasoning Mr. Swafford 
now advances. Chapin v. Stewart, 71 Idaho 306, 310, 230 P.2d 998, 1001 (1951). In 
Chappin, the Idaho Supreme Court ruled that the statute of limitations began running based 
on what the plaintiffs could have known of the breach, not when the actually knew of the 
breach. 
While it is stipulated that the appellants did not know of their interest in those 
lots until about a year before this suit was brought, that makes no difference, 
for they had the means of acquiring that knowledge, as the deed conveying 
the title to said lots to their father was of record during all that time in the 
office of the county recorder of Ada county, where said lots were situated. 
The means of acquiring this knowledge was open to them, and, under the facts 
of this case, that places them in the same position as though they had such 
knowledge. When one by his own carelessness or negligence fails to acquire 
knowledge that is within his reach, and such information is upon the proper 
records which impart constructive notice, the person cannot protect himself 
behind the plea that he did not know facts of which the law imputes 
knowledge to him and thus suspend the running of the statute. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM -3-
Chapin v. Stewart, 71 Idaho at 311, 230 P.2d at 1001. 
In Chapin, the knowledge necessary to begin the running of the statute of limitations 
was filed away in an Ada County office building. That was sufficient "knowledge" to begin 
the running of the statute of limitations. In this case, the Swaffords could have known-and 
almost certainly did know-of the alleged breaches in 2008 because those alleged breaches 
were visually observable on their own property. This table from Huntsman Springs' initial 
Memorandum illustrates the breaches the Swaffords allege compared to when they could 
have known of those alleged breaches: 
Allegations in Swaffords' Complaint 
Huntington Springs represented to the 
Swaff ords that their lot had a Primrose 
Street address and was "adjacent" to 
Primrose Street. 2 
2 Complaint, ,i 6. 
Swaffords' Actual or Constructive Knowledge 
July 20, 2007-Plat was recorded in Teton County 
showing a park separating the Swaffords' lot from 
Primrose Street. 3 
September 21, 2007-The Swaffords closed on their 
property and received a warranty deed and title 
insurance policy that showed a park separating their 
property from Primrose Street. 4 
October 31, 2007-Primrose Street was prepped or 
paved consistent with the recorded plat; the park 
separated the Swaffords' property from Primrose 
Street. 5 
3 Complaint, Exhibit E; Affidavit of Todd Woolstenhul11te, ,i 6. 
4 Affidavit of Todd Woolstenhulme, ,i 6. 
5 Affidavit of Todd Woolstenhulme, ,I7. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM -4-
Huntsman Springs represented that it 
would build the bike path and family 
walk on the east side of the Swaffords' 
lot, but instead the path and walk were 
built on the west side of the Swaffords' 
lot. 6 
Huntsman Springs allegedly blocked 
ingress and egress to the Swaffords' lot 
from Primrose Street by constructing 
the bike path and landscaping on the 
west side, in "Park 3. "8 
The Swaffords allege that Huntsman 
Springs "intentionally created a barrier 
between the remainder of Huntsman 
Springs and the commercial lots."9 
August 13, 2008-Huntsman Springs completed the 
bike path and family walkway on the west side of 
the Swaff ords' lot. 7 
August 13, 2008-Huntsman Springs completed the 
bike path and family walkway on the west side of 
the Swaffords' lot. 
August 13, 2008-"[T]he landscaping, walking 
paths, and trees directly adjacent to and the west of 
Lot 4 of Block 50, also identified on the recorded 
plat as Park 3, were completed on or before August 
13 2008 " 10 , . 
The alleged breaches, the wrongs the Swaffords allege in their Complaint, were not 
wrongs committed in the letter. The breaches alleged in the Swaffords' Complaint were 
physical actions surrounding their actual lot. Those breaches occurred in 2007 and 2008. 
2. There is- no legal basis for the Swaffords' argument that the 2014 letter 
restarted the running of the statute of limitations because it made them "fully 
aware of their damages." 
The Swaffords argue on page two of their Memorandum in Opposition that they 
"were not fully aware of their damages" until they corresponded via letter with Huntsman 
6 Complaint, ,i,i 31, 32. 
7 Affidavit of Todd Woolstenhulme, ,i 7. 
8 According to the Swaffords' Complaint, Huntsman Springs represented that "commercial ingress and egress 
would be from Primrose Street as ingress or egress could not reasonably be placed across a family walk way 
and bike path," and "access to and from the commercial lots would be from Primrose Street, due to the family 
walk way and bike path being on the east side of Lot 50." Complaint, ,r,r 13, 31, 32. 
9 Complaint, ,r,r 13, 37. 
10 Affidavit of Todd Woolstenhulme, ,r 8. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM -5-
Springs in 2014. Uncertainty about damages is not a basis for tolling or restarting the statute 
of limitations. "A cause of action for breach of contract accrues upon the breach even 
though no damage may occur until later." Mason v. Tucker & Associates, 125 Idaho 429, 
436, 871 P.2d 846, 853 (Ct. App. 1994) (citation omitted). In this case, the alleged damages 
occurred in 2007 and 2008 and they were immediately observable to the Swaffords. 
3. Conclusion 
The most conceptually straightforward way to think about this case is to ask the 
following question: Could the Swaffords have written their Complaint in 2008? Absolutely. 
The Swaffords' alleged breaches all occurred prior to or during 2008: the paving of 
Primrose Street, the installation of the bike and walking path, the installation of 
landscaping, the alleged blockage of ingress and egress from Primrose Street, and the visual 
and conceptual barrier between the Swaffords' lot and the rest of the development. There 
are no genuine issues of material fact that the breaches alleged by the Swaff ords happened 
in 2007 and 2008. It is now too late for them to file their Complaint. 
DATED this 18th day of September, 2015. 
MOULTON LAW OFFICE 
l ~ 12 -~ 
Sean Moulton, attorney for Defendant 
REPLY MEMORANDUM -6-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Memorandum on the following individual via the method(s) indicated below: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
Via: 
(~J.S. Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) ))vernight Mail 
(,/f Facsimile 
( ) Email (pdf attachment) 
DATED this 18th day of September, 2015. 





Ronald Lynn Swafford, etal. vs. Huntsman Springs 
Hearing type: Motion for Summary Judgment 
Hearing date: 11/17/2015 
Time: 1:39 pm 
Judge: Gregory W Moeller 
Court reporter: Denise Nowak 
Minutes Clerk: Phyllis Hansen 
Trevor Castleton, Plaintiffs' Attorney 
Sean Moulton, Defendants' Attorney 
J calls case; ids those present 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Motion to Dismiss under Rule 12 
Can't consider the Affidavit if going to be motion to dismiss 
Inclined to treat as motion for summary judgment 
DA - says court may consider - items that were included in the complaint 
Sales contact, the plat, the deed 
Court can notice those 
No objection to either approach in P's opposition Brief 
J - don't think I can glean the time line 
PA - will leave to your discretion 
We did not take position in memo; going to get the court to the same decision point either 
way 
J - will deem as motion for summary judgment 
Would rather make decision on as much infor as possible so will treat as motion for SJ 
0143 
DA- can establish no genuine issue of material fact 
Unrebutted facts: 
Received Master Plan May 2007 includes :Subject to change" 
No reference to Primrose 
Recorded 
Deed was recorded Sept 21, 2007 
No language in the deed regarding Primrose 
No rebuttal that Primrose and Front 
Question becomes statue of limitations 
Doesn't appear P objects to the dates 
When did S of L begin to run 
Deed is sufficient to start the S of L 
Lot has been ignored for 8 years 
Master plan pre-dated the plat and the deed 
Reply letter did nothing to change the legal 
Master Plan and the Plat are different 
J - am familiar with the location 
2007 and 2008, the roads were constructed; 2008 berm was constructed 
0151 
J - appears Pas are arguing not currently in compliance, until they received the letter they 
were not certain 
DA - what they are claiming are part and parcel if the contract 
J - sounds like what you are suggesting is have to respond to analysis 
Can't get there without looking at the contract to see if potential breech 
DA - don't think have to go there 
DA - Plat was recorded prior to deed being issued to the plaintiffs 
In 2008 the pathway was installed 
DA - constructive notice 
0156 
PA- plat, walkway, planting of the trees 
Those things didn't give notice of anything 
Look at plat - attachment B to the complaint 
Description on the plat of a park 
200 
J - didn't really build a park, they just put a strip with some trees 
The timing of the plat is even more compelling 
4 days after the contract was signed, the plat was recorded 
J - are you arguing the plat doesn't constitute constructive notice 
PA - no I'm saying it cannot constitute notice 
206 
J - you're saying the plat doesn't move the ball down the field 
Ask court to review information in 2014 
J- not contending they ere unaware ofroads, trees and walking paths put in; just claiming 
not sufficient notice 
211 
DA - this is new creative claim 
Reference is to the one page master plan 
Ask focus on the complaint 
1 L\W. 
J walk me through a little more carefully 
How is this a change in strategy 
Most important paragraph is in Chapen 
Would have seen division no later than 2008 
216 
J - two points - you refer to Huntington Springs DA - typo 
2 - no objection to driving by to look at property 
No objections 
Will take under advisement 
SW AFFORD LAW, P.C. 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
655 S. Woodruff Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Telephone (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Fi LED 
NOV 2 5 2015 
TIME: 
TETON-;-;C:;-;:;O~.,o~o::--:-,s=r=-RI-CT_C_O_U_RT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD AND 
MARGARET SW AFFORD, husband and wife 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
MOTION TO ALLOW 
SUBMISSION OF ADDITIONAL 
EVIDENCE IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW The plaintiff, by and through their attorney ofrecord, RONALD L. 
SWAFFORD, ESQ., pursuant to Rule 56(c), who hereby requests that this Court allow the 
submission of additional evidence in opposition to the defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
This Motion is based upon the record and file herein and upon the Affidavit of Ronald L. 
Swafford filed in support of this Motion. 
Oral argument is hereby requested. 
DATED this').31'.!! day ofNovember, 2015. ~ 
Rb~sw~~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
MOTION TO ALLOW SUBMISSION OF ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ).-?:/9 day of November, 2015, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace A venue 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Courtesy Copy: 
Gregory W. Moeller 
District Judge 
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MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
655 S. Woodruff Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Telephone (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
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TETON CO. ID DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD AND 
MARGARET SW AFFORD, husband and wife 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONALD L. 
SWAFFORD IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO ALLOW 
SUBMISSION OF ADDITIONAL 
EVIDENCE IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I, RONALD L. SWAFFORD, ESQ., plaintiff and one of the attorneys for plaintiffs in 
this matter, hereby state and affirm as follows: 
1. Since the hearing held on the defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment on 
November 17, 2015, I have learned that the real property at issue herein has been rezoned at the 
request of defendant to "mixed use" rather than commercial. 
2. Plaintiffs propose to submit additional affidavits for the purpose of evidencing the 
defendant's modification of the zoning of the property at issue in this matter. 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONALD L. SW AFFORD IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ALLOW SUBMISSION OF 
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT -1 
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3. In addition, the plaintiffs have prepared a Proposed Amended Complaint in this 
matter and has filed the same as an attachment to a Motion to Amend. A hearing will be held on 
the plaintiffs' Motion to Amend in the near future. The Proposed Amended Complaint is 
necessary for the purpose to properly, and with clearer articulation, frame the issues in this 
matter. 
4. There is no prejudice to the defendants in this matter and this modification is not 
made to hinder or delay this matter. 
• 
'1"2.rl 
DATED this..t_...1_- day of November, 2015. 
!Fd~~, 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD 
Plaintiff 
(V.' 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me tllis2g., day of November, 2015. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR I~O 
Residing at: ~O., . .15 1 ..1."P 
My commission expires: 7-;? '8'~lb 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ,,,,rJ- day of November, 2015, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace Avenue 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Courtesy Copy: 
Gregory W. Moeller 
District Judge 
159 E. Main Street 
P.O. Box 389 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
Jo] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
IJ Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
Jf1 Fax: (208) 354-2346 
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONALD L. SWAFFORD IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ALLOW SUBMISSION OF 
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT -3 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
655 S. Woodruff Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Telephone (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
F H LED 
NOV 2 5 2015 
TIME: 
TETON,;;C~o-;-;_,0:::-;0~1s=r•:::-:RI-CT_C_O_UR-T 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD AND 
MARGARET SW AFFORD, husband and wife 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW Plaintiffs, Ronald L. Swafford and Margaret Swafford, by and through 
their attorney ofrecord, Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., and pursuant to Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure, hereby moves this Court for an order allowing Plaintiffs to amend their 
Complaint and Jury Demand. A copy of the proposed Amended Complaint and Jury Demand is 
attached hereto as Attachment "A". 
This Motion is based upon the record and file herein. 
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - 1 
Oral argument is hereby requested. 
DATED this i-;~ day ofNovember, 2015. 
RO~~~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this:?""3
1s9 day of November, 2015, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace Avenue 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Courtesy Copy: 
Gregory W. Moeller 
District Judge 
159 E. Main Street 
P.O. Box 389 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - 2 
@] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
0 Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
~ Fax: (208) 354-2346 
¢Pu.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
CJ Designated comihouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
D Fax: (208-356-5425 
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RONALD L. SW AFFORD, ESQ. 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
ATTACHMENT "A" 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
. Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
655 S. Woodruff Ave. 
Idaho Falls ID 83401 
Telephone (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD AND 
MARGARET SW AFFORD, husband and wife 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
PROPOSED 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 
AND JURY DEMAND 
COMES NOW, Plaintiffs by and through their attorney ofrecord, Ronald L. Swafford, 
Esq., who hereby allege and aver as follows: 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. Plaintiffs are residents of Bonneville County Idaho. 
2. Defendant is an Idaho licensed corporation doing business in Teton County, 
Idaho. 
3. The real property over which the below described dispute concerns, is located in 
Teton County, Idaho. Pursuant to Rules 13 and 14 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
jurisdiction is proper in the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State ofldaho. 
Venue is proper pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401(1) 
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GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
4. Defendant is a developer of real estate in Teton County, Idaho, engaged in the 
development of Huntsman Springs. 
5. During 2006 and 2007 the Defendant elaborately promoted the sale of pre-
development lots in Huntsman Springs Phase 1, Driggs Idaho. The Defendant provided the 
plaintiff with brochures, a web site, advertisements and promotions including, but not limited 
notices dated May 7, 2007, which purportedly gave priority to early buyers to promote pre-
development sales of real property. The documents from Defendant promoted land investments 
as "just taking off', one oftop 10 places to invest anywhere, and great values; that the best 
values will likely be for those who act first. Preferential treatment was being given to 
"reservationists". The promotions were designed to convince prospective purchasers that they 
were being given preferred status, for the "best values". The promotional material referred 
"priority" customers to their website, which represented current and future development, in 
colorful, attractive photos, depicting and describing the post development appearance for the 
investment property. (See Attachment "A") 
6. On July 16, 2007, Plaintiffs entered into a real estate contract with the Defendant, 
a copy of which is attached hereto as Attachment "B". Said real estate contract was for the 
purchase by Plaintiffs of Lot 4, Block 50 Huntsman Springs PUD Phase I, City Portion of SEC 
26, T5N R 45E. Said lot has always been assessed by Teton County as a parcel addressed as 195 
Primrose Street, Driggs, Idaho. Defendant has never attempted to change or alter the address 
since Plaintiffs' purchase. 
7. Teton County has not listed the property with any other address than 195 
Primrose. (See Attachment "C"). Said lot was particularly set forth on the Master Plan/final 
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Plat, Huntsman Springs Phase 1, Addition to the City of Driggs, as a commercial lot directly 
adjacent to Primrose Street (Attachment "D") 
8. The real property which was the subject of the real estate contract consisted of an 
undeveloped parcel of commercial property, which was to be developed in conjunction with the 
entire Huntsman Springs Development subsequent to the sale. At the time of the contract of 
sale, the undeveloped lots had not been "staked out". Exhibit B, to Attachment "B" provided 
future "estimates" as to when certain recreational facilities and amenities would be completed, 
with no specific completion requirement dates. 
9. The contract of sale (Attachment "B") further specifically provides in paragraph 
23, that the terms and conditions of this contract shall survive the closing and delivery of the 
warranty deed. 
10. Prior to entering into the contract, Defendant provided Plaintiffs with promotional 
materials, access to their website, and a colored large document entitled "Huntsman Springs 
Master Plan" attached hereto. (Attachment "D") 
11. Defendant was promoting the sale of lots within Huntsman Springs with extensive 
marketing programs, websites, brochures and promotional material all of which was provided to 
Plaintiffs and upon which the Plaintiffs relied. Plaintiffs relied extensively on the Master Plan 
and the recorded "final plat" in forming the decision to purchase the commercial lot. 
12. Plaintiffs purchased said commercial lot as an investment based upon the 
representations, brochures, photo's, website and the Master Plan which depicted the future 
development and appearance of the 195 Primrose lot in conjunction with the remainder of Phase 
1. 
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13. The contract of sale contained Exhibit B, as an addendum, describes a portion of 
the future improvements identified in the advertisements, brochures, website and other 
promotional materials described above. 
14. The Master Plan, provided by Defendant prior to the execution of the purchase 
agreement was issued to prospective purchasers after the Huntsman Springs Final Plat was 
recorded with Teton County, Idaho. The Master Plan (Attachment "D") and Tax Assessment 
Notices and representations by Defendant specifically includes the following : 
That the address of the lot was 195 Primrose Street. 
That access to lot 50 was from Primrose Street, through a park on the west 
boundary. 
That the commercial lot 50, 195 Primrose was visually and conceptually a part of 
Phase 1 and the entire Huntsman Springs development. 
That the lot would be bordered by trees on the east and west boundaries; and a 
family walk and bike path on the west boundary, and be adjacent to a picnic park 
on the northwest boundary; as well a park to through which access would be 
provided to 195 Primrose, and to the remainder of Phase 1. . 
That the commercial lot purchased was not separated visually or conceptually 
from huntsman springs by any man made or natural barrier. 
That the express visual representation of the future development Huntsman Spring 
development in conjunction with the commercial lot would create a picturesque, 
inclusive development for investment purposes. 
That commercial ingress and egress would be from Primrose Street as ingress or 
egress could not reasonably be placed across a family walk way and bike path. 
15. Defendant specifically intended for the Plaintiffs to rely on the Master Plan 
provided by Defendant. Paragraph 13 of said contract of sale required the purchaser to assess the 
location of the property in relation to the golf course. (See Special Stipulation 33) which 
required the use of the Master Plan to determine the location. 
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16. Subsequent to the closing, Defendant continued with developing other the real 
property for marketing purposes, but neglected and failed to develop the lot and contiguous areas 
as represented in the written contract, the Master Plan and recorded final plat. 
17. The acts and omissions of Defendant described above have destroyed the 
marketability and value of the commercial lot purchased by Plaintiffs. 
18. The Master Plan represented that access to and from 195 Primrose Street. 
Further, it would not be reasonable nor feasible to place commercial access and ingress across 
family walk ways and bike paths. 
19. Further, Defendant has segregated and partitioned the commercial lot from the 
east side of Huntsman springs with trees and a ditch not represented on the plan. Defendant has 
esthetically destroyed the value and marketability by installing a visual and conceptual barrier 
between the remainder of Huntsman Springs and the commercial lot. The commercial lot as 
developed presently is not visually or esthetically or conceptually a part of Huntsman Springs. 
There is no entrance access to the lot from Primrose Street. There now appears to be a 
permanent barrier physically and visually separating 195 Primrose from the remainder of 
Phase 1. 
20. The value of said lot has been diminished by the failure of Defendant to follow 
the Master Plan, and develop the commercial lots as a part of the entire Phase 1 Development. 
21. Plaintiffs have demanded Defendant's performance according to the contract and 
Defendant's representations. Defendant has refused to comply with its representations with 
regard to future development. As a result, the commercial lot is not reasonable marketable or 
saleable, to the Plaintiffs' loss and damage. 
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22. Plaintiffs gave written notice and demand upon the Defendant on August 20, 
2014. The Notification of August 20, 2014 is attached hereto as Attachment "E". Said notice 
demanded compliance with the Master Plan and contract of the parties. Thereafter, the on 
September 3, 2014, the Defendant notified the Plaintiff for the first time that the Defendant 
would not perform the contract pursuant to the Master Plan. A second Notice and explanation 
from the Plaintiff was made on September 12, 2014 demanding restitution as a result of the 
Defendant's refusal to comply with the Master Plan and Contract between the parties. The 
second Notice is attached hereto as Attachment "F". A third letter was sent November 3, 2014, 
to avoid expensive and time consuming litigation, to which no response was ever received. See 
Attachment "G". 
COUNTI 
BREACH OF CONTRACT 
23. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference the allegations herein-above as if 
set forth in full below. 
24. Plaintiffs entered into a contract for the purchase and sale of a commercial lot 
owned by Defendant. The agreement specifically provided for future development as described 
in paragraphs 5 through 21 above, and in Exhibit "B" to Attachment "B" to the contract of sale. 
25. The future developments specifically included a family walk way and bike path 
(Exhibit "B" to Attachment "B") as represented on the Master Plan, with ingress and egress 
from Primrose Street. 
26. The Master Plan was provided to prospective purchasers and specifically 
reviewed at the time of closing. The contract required, in part 13, that Plaintiff assess the 
location of the subject lot with respect to the golf course. Special Section 33 admits that the lots 
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were not staked out at the time, leaving only the Master Plan as a source of information 
regarding the location. 
27. Defendant has failed to comply with the Master Plan, and have breached the 
contract of sale, as described in paragraphs 5 through 22 above. Defendant has failed to perform 
its duties under the contract and the Master Plan. 
28. Defendant has breached the contract by failing to comply with the Master Plan; 
by failing to install a family walk way and bike path as identified on the Master Plan; by failing 
to develop the commercial lot as represented by the Master Plan; and by effectively visually 
partitioning the commercial lot from the remainder of Huntsman Springs. 
29. As a result of Defendant's breach of contract, Plaintiffs have incurred damages in 
an amount to be determined at the trial of this matter. 
COUNT II 
BREACH OF EXPRESS WARRANTY 
30. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference each of the allegations set forth 
above, and further allege in support of this Count as follows. 
31. Defendant expressly warranted that the lot represented to Plaintiffs would be 
developed and improved as identified on the Master Plan, website, promotional material and 
recorded plat. 
32. The Master Plan (Attachment "D") set forth the specific location of the lot to be 
purchased by Plaintiff, and by the visual representation on the Master Plan, it warranted as set 
forth in Paragraphs 5 to 22 above, and as follows: 
There would be a family walk and bike path on the east boundary of the lot, 
between the city properties and Huntsman Springs. 
That there would be trees on both east and west borders of the commercial lot. 
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That the commercial lot would visually and conceptually be a part of Huntsman 
Springs. 
That access to and from the commercial lots would be from Primrose Street, due 
to the family walk way and bike path being on the east side of Lot 50. 
That as owner of the commercial lot, that a picnic park was accessible at the 
corner, with access as specified in the Master Plan. 
33. That Defendant breached its express warranties described above by failing to 
develop said commercial property as expressly warranted. 
34. As a result of Defendant's breach of express warranty, Plaintiffs have incurred 
damages in an amount to be determined at the trial of this matter. 
COUNT III 
ABANDONMENT OF PROPERTY 
35. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference each of the allegations set forth 
above, and further allege in support of this Count as follows: 
36. Plaintiffs' property was marketed and sold as part of the Huntsman Springs 
"Town Plaza Commercial" area of properties. 
37. The "Town Plaza Commercial" lots were adjacent to the Teton County 
Courthouse site and were the only designated commercial sites. 
38. Defendant has abandoned the Plaintiffs' property as part of the "Town Plaza 
Commercial" area and has visually and conceptually excluded the property form the Huntsman 
Springs development as described herein. 
39. Defendant has altered the designation and zoning of the "Town Plaza 
Commercial" area to a mixed use designation. (Attachment "H", City of Driggs Master Plan 
p. 94) 
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40. Defendant has refused to develop the "Town Plaza Commercial" area as 
previously represented. 
41. Defendant's actions and refusal to develop the area show a knowing, calculated 
and intentional abandonment of the Plaintiffs' property as part of the Huntsman Springs 
development. 
42. As a result of the Defendant's abandonment of the Plaintiffs' property, Plaintiffs 
have incurred damages in an amount to be determined at the trial of this matter. 
COUNTIV 
BREACH OF DUTY OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
43. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference each of the allegations set forth 
above, and further allege in support of this Count as follows: 
44. The Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing is implied in the contract between the 
parties. Defendant breached the Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing by failing to develop the 
commercial lot subsequent to purchase, as identified, represented and expressed. Defendant 
provided the Master Plan, brochures written materials and recorded Plat specifically to influence 
Plaintiffs to purchase the commercial real property for investment purposes. 
45. Defendant has failed to comply with the terms of the express contract its 
representations and the express warranties. 
46. Defendant has breached their implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by 
the acts and omissions contained in paragraphs 5 through 22 above, and further by intentionally 
created a barrier between the remainder of Huntsman Springs and the commercial lots. Said 
barrier produces the impression and effect that the commercial lot is not part of Huntsman 
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Springs. The visual and conceptual effect is that it is part of a dilapidated portion of the city of 
Driggs. 
47. Defendant has intentionally neglected the commercial lot and has segregated it 
such that it has seriously and irretrievably destroyed reasonable value and marketability of said 
lot. 
48. The Plaintiff made a good faith effort to resolve the issue between the parties, as 
represented by Attachments E through G. The defendant failed to respond to 'Attachment G', 
which left the Plaintiff with no alternative other than litigation. These attachments combined 
with the conduct of the defendant described herein, and to be identified at trial demonstrate a 
lack of good faith and fair dealing. 
49. Plaintiffs have incurred damages as a result of Defendant's breach of the duty of 
the implied Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, in an amount to be determined at the trial of 
this matter. 
COUNTV 
BREACH OF IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
50. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference each of the allegations above 
and further alleges in support of this Count as follows. 
51. Defendant operates a business in commerce involving the development and sale 
ofreal property within the State ofldaho, Teton County. 
52. As real estate developers Defendant comes within the purview of the Idaho 
Consumer and Protection Act, Idaho Code§ 48-601 et. seq. Defendant's marketing and sales 
conduct for the sale of the undeveloped lots in Teton County as they relate to Plaintiffs consist of 
unfair and deceptive practices of conduct in trade or commerce. Defendant's practices as set 
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forth herein in paragraphs 5 through 21, and as established at trial constitute unfair methods and 
practices under Idaho Code§ 48-603. The conduct of Defendant through its agents and 
representatives was deceptive in that Defendant provided the Master plan, recorded plat, website 
and promotional materials outlining future developments of undeveloped lots, with no intention 
of compliance. Defendant intentionally provided all of the above to induce purchases of 
commercial properties, by identifying specifically the future plan with respect to the commercial 
lots. Defendant has failed and refused to acknowledge their responsibility under the Master Plan. 
53. Plaintiffs have incurred damages as a result of Defendant's breach of the duty of 




54. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate all allegations set forth above, and further 
alternatively alleges as follows: 
55. Defendant provided extensive promotional material, a website, brochures and a 
Master Plan to Plaintiffs to influence the purchase of undeveloped real property in Huntsman 
Springs Phase 1. Defendant provided Plaintiffs with promotional materials outlined above, 
purportedly giving priority and economic advantage to Plaintiffs to purchase commercial real 
property in advance of development of said parcels and Phase 1. The promotional materials 
contained express, implied representations and warranties as to the future development of Lot 50, 
aka 195 Primrose, Driggs Idaho. 
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56. The representations set forth in parts 5 through 21 above were material factual 
representations as to the future development of said commercial lot in conjunction with Phase 1. 
The representations made via correspondence, a master plan, a website, and oral representations. 
57. The representations were false. Defendant made said representations either 
falsely, or with reckless disregard of or without knowledge of the truth. Defendant did not intend 
to develop Phase 1, and Block 50 as represented, and continue to refuse to develop according to 
the representations. 
58. Defendant intended for the Plaintiffs to rely on said representations, in their 
marketing plan to pre-sell undeveloped commercial lots. Defendant promoted the investment 
value of priority pre-development purchases, and encouraged reliance in its marketing strategy. 
59. Plaintiff relied upon those representations, and reliance under the circumstances 
was justified and reasonable under the circumstances existing at that time. 
60. Plaintiffs have suffered damages, to be established at the time of trial. 
COUNT VII 
DAMAGES 
61. Plaintiff has suffered damage due to the Defendant's conduct, acts and omissions 
described above. Plaintiffs request damages awarded under each Count above. Plaintiffs request 
that damages should first be awarded under the Theory of Rescission. If the Court deems 
rescission unavailable, Plaintiffs seek damages alternatively under Specific Performance. If 
specific performance is deemed not available as a remedy, Plaintiffs seek alternatively an 
abatement of the purchase price. 
62. Rescission: Plaintiffs allege that the pleadings and facts herein establish that there 
is no adequate remedy at law. Plaintiffs request the equitable remedy of rescission, as the breach 
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of contract relates to the essence and main purpose of the contract. Plaintiffs request that their 
entire purchase price, with prejudgment interest, be refunded to Plaintiffs in exchange for 
Plaintiffs returning free and unencumbered title to said commercial parcel to Defendant. 
63. Specific Performance: Alternatively, Plaintiffs requests specific performance of 
the express, implied, and warranted agreement between the parties. There does not exist an 
adequate remedy at law to compensate Plaintiffs for the damages caused by Defendant. 
Plaintiffs request that a Judgment be entered, requiring Defendant to modify the development 
adjacent to and surrounding the commercial lots to conform to the Master Plan, Attachment 
"D", with commercial lot ingress and egress on the west end of the commercial lot purchased by 
Plaintiffs; family walk and bike paths on the east side of said Lot; trees on the east and west 
sides; that the physical access/ingress obstacles on the west end of said lots be removed, with 
paved access to Primrose Street immediately to the west of said lot; and that the development be 
modified and changed to reflect that the commercial lot is actually a part of Huntsman Springs as 
represented by Attachment "B" hereto. 
64. Abatement: That alternatively, should the remedies of rescission and specific 
performance not be available as damages to Plaintiffs, that the purchase price be abated to reflect 
the value of the land at the time of trial or judgment, compared with the value as projected by the 
Master Plan, Attachment "D". 
VIII 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
65. Plaintiffs seek an award of attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code 
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§ § 12-120 (3 ), 12-121, and prejudgment interest, Rule 54 IRCP. Prejudgment interest is sought 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 28-22-104, at the rate of twelve percent (12%) per annum, from the 
closing date until Judgment date. 
IX 
JURY DEMAND 
66. Plaintiffs request a trial by jury on all issues herein. 
REQUEST FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE Plaintiffs request relief as follows: 
1. Finding Defendant breached its contract with Plaintiffs; 
2. Finding Defendant breached an expressed warranty; 
3. Finding Defendant abandoned the property of the Plaintiffs; 
4. Finding Defendant breached the duty of good faith and fair dealing; 
5. Finding Defendant breached the Idaho Consumer Protection Act; 
6. Finding the Defendant misrepresented the property and development; 
7. Finding that based on any or all of the above the Plaintiffs were damaged by the 
Defendant in an amount to be determined at trial; 
8. Awarding attorney fees and costs to the Plaintiffs pursuant to the rules and 
statutes referenced above or any other applicable rules or statutes; 
9. For such other and further relief as the Court may seem just and proper. 
Dated this _day of November, 2015. 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD ESQ. 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ___ day of November, 2015, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace Avenue 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Courtesy Copy: 
Gregory W. Moeller 
District Judge 
159 E. Main Street 
P.O. Box 389 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
D Fax: (208) 354-2346 
D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
D Fax: (208-356-5425 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD, ESQ. 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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May 7, 2007 
Greetings From Huntsman Springs, 
As you have prqbab!y lleard, Teton County Idaho and the town of Driggs 
have become rnhe of the hottest real estate markets in the west. After decades of 
modest growth+ land prices, house construction, and development in general have 
started taking o-ff- This valley has just been discovered! According to the Wall Street 
Journal, Teton Q;ounty was recently voted one of the top 10 places to invest anywhere 
in the country_ I 
Unlike many of the other fully appreciated communities around the west, great values 
can still be faun~ here. With endless summer and winter activities for the entire family, 
it is no wonder ~hat Men's Journal Magazine voted Driggs the #i town in America. 
This was follow~d by Adventure Magazine, proclaiming in a recent profile "Driggs 
stands alone", qoing on to state "Driggs is ideal for a long weekend, the holiday season, 
or even retirement." · 
I 
At Huntsman S~rings, we certainly concur with these statements - and we know many 
I 
of you do too. }here has been widespread interest expressed by many to be kept 
informed of our development progress. Those of you living in or near Teton Valley 
know our progr, ss has been substantial. 
To establish saJes priority for those looking to be ea1iy buyers before our first planned 
I 
release of prop~rties to the genen;1I public later this summer, we have estabiished a 
Priority ReservJ
1 
tion Program. (The Priority Reservation Agreement and guidelines are 
attached.) 
The program is simple. Starting May 9th every interested person wm be treated equally 
on a first-come [first-served basis. A $10,000 fuHy refundable deposit (held in a trust 
account) is all ttat is necessary to hold your reservation. 
We encourage, ou to participate in this opportunity. The best values VI.rill Hkely be for 
those who act ~rst. As information becomes available, you will be contacted by one of 
. our highly train~d Huntsman Springs Realty sales agents to answer any questions that 
you might have. Our sales team 1s headed up by Sarah Anderson who in 2006 
produced more sales transactions and more dollar volume than any other recreational 
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refundable deposit (held in a trust account) is all that is necessary to hold 
your reservatipn. 
We encourage you to participate in this opportunity. The best values will 
likely be for those who act first. As information becomes available, you will 
be contacted by one of our highly trained Huntsman Springs Realty sales 
agents to ansyver any questions that you might have. Our sales team is 
headed up by Sarah Anderson who in 2006 produced more sales 
transactions and more dollar volume than any other recreational community 
agent in the country. Her team's knowledgeable and professional approach 
'Nill give you great confidence. 
Please know bur entire Huntsman team is absolutely committed to the 
highest levels of quality and creating the best possible values for you and 
your family. 
Thanks for yoiur consideration, 
. 
IT mm M. lHh.lllil tsli'.nan .:,,, ! 
I 
·1 I , : 
~ '~-~ N'-"~'l+- \~Q~ 
Pai!.d C. IHh11nts.mam. MkhaeR R. SteaJr§ 
P.S. Please refer to the temporary information page at www.huntsrnansprin2s.com to see the Master 
Plan and national articles on Teton Valley 
1.11 
At 9AM, Wednesday May 9th, 2007, Huntsman Springs Realty will begin accepting Priority Reservation 
Agreements in the order which they are received. 
All Hand delivered agreements must be accompanied by a check or money order for $10,000. Make 
checks or money orders out to Huntsman Springs Realty. Payment for faxed reservation agreements 
must be received within 48 hours. Wiring funds for faS,ed agreements is permitted. Upon receipt of your 
faxed reservation, we will return fax wiring instructions for your convenience. 
N.Q a'f,ce..e.me.C\..ts. \Ntll b.e.. ac..C£t;1.t.e..cl ~,i..<1, i::..<1 q ~-~'. i::~Q.s,~ ~'b,~"l:.%~~\.s (;,.,1:,1y-,~ ~~\\'-l>~"i't::~ \'0 \.~"<: \)~\'i:...~ \)1) ¾\'cl'y 
9 will be received and time stamped beginning at 9 A.M. The first agreements received will be assigned 
the first numbers and those prospective buyers will be able to choose property in the established order. 
Persons hand delivering must be party to the reservation agreement. Each prospective buyer is 
permitted only two agreements. 
All agreements delivered in person at 9A.M. on the 9th will be assigned numbers ahead of the faxed 
agreements. Emailed agreements will not be accepted. After the hand delivered reservations are. 
accepted, fa)(ed reservations will be accepted in the order received. IFA.X: 1-208-354-9505. Agreements 
sent by mail or overnight service will be date stamped in order according to the postmark and time on 
the envelope, converted to Mountain Standard Time. 
The priority reservation simply establishes an order for prospective buyers to be contacted and select 
available sites on the property release date expected to be in July. At least 14 days in advance of the 
property release date, you(or your agent) will be contacted by a Huntsman Springs Realty Agent to 
review, property location, size, price, CCR's, golf membership, HOA fees and other pertinent information 
in the decision process 
Co-brokerage commissions wili be paid by the seller to local area Real Estate agents outside Huntsman 
Springs Realty. You must identify your agent on the priority reservation agreement at the time of 
submittal. 
On release day, if property is available after all prospective buyers have been contacted in the order of 
their reservation number; the agents will go back through the list in order to allow additional purchases. 
After the priority reservation list is exhausted, future releases will be previewed by existing property 
owners. There is no intention to maintain reservation lists for future releases. 
Please call 208-354-9660 if you have any questions 
Priority Reservation Agreement and Trust Account instructions 
Th1s is a tentative Priority Reservation Agreement and is not a binding contract for conveyance of a lot 
or unit in a planned community. 
E!FfrECTME DATIE: 





Hur1tsman Springs, Inc. 
97 North Highway 33 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Specific Interest: Circle One 
Commercial Res1dential Both 
If you're working with a licensed local area real estate agent, you must register them here. 
Name of Realtor _____________________ _ 
Broker __ ~-----------------------
liRl!JSiT AICCOiJJNT First Bank of the Tetons 
PO BO)( 744 
DRIGGS ID.ll.HO 83422 
208-354-7500 
Trust Officer: DAWN TRENT 
Giecks to be paid to the order of "H.luntsman St)rings Realty" 
R!E (Jif Al.5 
A. Developer is in the process of developing the Huntsman Springs Community, hereinafter 
called ("The Development"), a controlled access residential community in Teton County, Idaho, which 
shall be comprised of multiple phases, one of which is to be called Ph1':lse One ("Phase One"). Phase One 
shall contain residential and commercial sites that shall become ready for sale at the Release Date (the 
"Release Date"). Although entitiement approvals are in place, Reserving Party acknowledges that 
Developer is not able at this time to enter into binding agreements to purchase sites in Phase One. 
However, Reserving Party desires to obtain a preference for the right to purchase from Developer a 
homesite or commercial site in Phase One on the Release Date. 
B. Developer agrees to grant Reserving Party a priority reservation, which shall give 
Reserving Party a preference for the right to purchase a site from Developer at the Release Date. 
C.Reserving Party understands and acknowledges that Phase One wi!I be encumbered by a 
"Master Declaration of Conditions, Covenants and Restrictions." Reserving Party understands and 
acknowledges that a significant obligation under the Declaration will be that all owners within Phase 
One will be a member of a homeo:Nners association as defined in the HOA, Idaho Code § et seq. {the 
"Act"). 
1.14 
D. Reserving Party understands and acknowledges that Developer's right and abHity to sell 
a site is contingent on Teton County and City of Driggs approval of roads, water and sewer currently 
under construction in Huntsman Springs. 
AGRIEIEMENT 
Now, therefore, for valuable consideration, the parties agree as follows: 
1. Recitals. The parties agree that the above Recitals are a material part of this Agreement 
and incorporated herein by reference. 
2. Reservation. 
2.1 For and in consideration of the sum of $10,000.00 (the "Reservation Price"} paid 
to Developer by Reserving Party in cash, receipt of which is acknowledged by Developer, the parties 
agree that Reserving Party shall have the right to purchase a site in Phase One upon the occurrence of 
certain conditions. However, in no event shall Reserving Party be obligated to purchase a site. The 
Reservation Price, together with an e){ecuted original of this Agreement, shall be held in a non-interest 
bearing trust account ("the Trust Account") at The First Bank of the Tetons. Reserving Party may 
withdraw the Reservation Price from the Trust Account at any time. Should the Reserving Party 
withdraw the Reservation Price from the Trust Account, the Reserving Party shall not be included for 
position to purchase a homesite or commercial site on the Release Date. 
2.2 Upon Developer's receipt of the Resen,ation Price and one executed original of 
this Agreement from Reserving Party, Developer shall {a} indicate in the space at the bottom of this 
Agreement, the date and time that this Agreement and the Reservation Price were received by 
Developer (the "Receipt Time"), and (b) assign and indicate in the' space at the bottom of this 
Agreement a reservation number for the selection of a home-site or commercial site (the "Reservation 
Number"). Reservation Numbers will be assigned in the order of Receipt Time (the "Receipt Time"} for 
Phase One and corresponding deposits are received based on Receipt Times. Reserving Party 
acknowledges and that the number of Reservation Numbers assigned may exceed the number of 
available sites and that the assignment to Reserving Party of a Reservation Number does not guarantee 
that Reserving Party will be given an opportunity to purchase a site in Phase One. On the Release Date, 
the Reserving Party wHI be contacted in order of his or her priority reservation number. 
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2.3 The Receipt Time of this Agreement shall be determined by the date and time 
an original signed copy of this Agreement is received at the Developer's office. 1he executed Agreement 
must be accompanied by the Reservation Price, which must be in the form of a personal/corporate 
check, postal/money order, or cashier's check. In the event multiple Priority Reservation Agreements 
from separate Reserving Parties are received on the same date, priority of the Receipt Time shall be 
determined by the date and time of the postmark on the envelopes of the individual Agreements. 
2.4 Parties will be permitted to purchase only two sites in the first release. If the 
intention is to purchase multiple sites, a separate priority reservation agreement and separate check 
must be submitted for each intended purchase. Purchasers will be limited to only one custom single 
family site or only one commercial site in the first release. 
2.5 The Developer or Developers agent will contact all Reserving Parties periodically 
to update the parties as to the progress of infrastructure construction and to ensure the electronic 
· mailing address provided in this Agreement is in working order. 
3. Release Date 
3.1 Developer will give Reserving Party notice (the "Notice"} of the date of, and 
information regarding the Release Date at least fourteen (14} days prior to the Release Date. The Notice 
shall be sent electronically to Reservfng Party at the address listed above, and such mailing shall 
constitute the l\lotice required hereunder. Simultaneously with the Notice, Developer shall send a 
Purchase and Sale Contract, a copy of the Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions, and purchase 
incentives {if any). Additional information in the Notice will include price, site sizes, maps and any 
additional material deemed necessary to facilitate the Reserving Party decision to purchase property in 
Phase One of the Development. 
3.2 At the Release Date, Developer shall notify Reserving Party of the site(s) 
availabie for purchase in accordance with the Reserving Party's Reservation Number, and will provide 
Reserving Party Developer's standard Purchase and Sale Agreement for Phase One (the "Purchase and 
Sale Agreement"). The Notice will occur in order of the Reserving Party's Reservation Number via 
telephone. Should the Reserving Party be unavailable, a representative designated in advance by the 
Reserving Party may execute the Purchase and Sale Agreement. In the event the Reserving Party or 
designated representative is unavailable, the Developer will contact the next available Reserving Party 
and the unavailable Reserving Party will lose his or her priority position. rn the event the Reserving Party 
elects not to choose a site, the reservation fee will be returned immediateiy. The Purchase and Sale 
Agreement shali set forth the purchase price and other terms of the purchase of the site(s); induding, 
without !imitation, provisions asserting that the Reservation Fees shall be applied towards the earnest 
money, which shall be credited to the purchase price, and that the Reserving Party shall execute and 
deliver to Developer the Purchase and Sale Agreement, together with the earnest money deposit 
required there under within forty-eight (48) hours of the Release Date to the Developer. Within five (5) 
days of the Release Date, Developer shall execute the Purchase and Sale Agreement and shall deliver 
the same to the Escrow Company of the Developer's choice. If the sale of the site(s) fails to close within 
si>cty (60) days of such delivery, the Purchase and Sale Agreement may be voided by the Developer and 
Developer shall promptly return the entire Reservation Price to Reserving Party. 
4. Condition. Developer's right and ability to enter into the Purchase and Sale Agreement 
is conditioned on Developer completing appropriate infrastructure and receiving approval from Teton 
County and The City of Driggs. 
5. Brokers. Unless a broker is registered on page one, Reserving Party is making a 
representation that a broker or real estate agent does not represent Reserving Party. No commission 
will be paid to any broker later introduced to the transaction by Reserving Party, and Reserving Party 
shall indemnify and hold Developer harmless from any claims made for commission by any such broker 
or representative. 
6. Notices. All notices and communication? in connection with this Agreement shall be 
sent electronically to the appropriate party at the address first set forth above. Any notice so 
transmitted shall be deemed effective on the date it is transmitted. 
7. Entire Agreement. This Agreement sets forth the entire understanding of the parties 
with respect to the purchase and sale of a homesite or commercial site. This Agreement supersedes any 
and all prior negotiations, discussions, agreements, and understandings between the parties. This 
Agreement may not be modified or amended except by a written agreement executed by both parties. 
8. Applicable Law. This Agreement shall be construed, applied, and enforced in 
accordance with the laws of the State of Idaho. 
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9. No Binding Agreement. It is the intention o-f the parties to comply with all applicable 
iaws, including without limitation Idaho Code§ \-IUD and lclaho Rea\ Estate Law, with regard to this 
Agreement. Nothing herein shaH be construed as imposing any ob)igation to sell or buy on the part of 
either Developer or Reserving Party. This Agreement is not assignable by Reserving Pa~ty ,j11ithout the 
prior and express written consent of Developer. Either party may cancel this Agreement without 
incurring liability to the other at any time until the parties have entered into a Purchase and Sale 
Agreement for a site and such Agreement has been delivered to the Developer pu_rsuant to ser::tion 3.2 
above. In the event of cancellation by either party, one hundred p'ercent{100%) or the Reservation Fee 
shall be returned to Reserving Party within seven (7) days of such cancellation. 
ff is UNIDIERSTOO\D BY THE PftJfifU:S nilAT Tli-'1E TRUST ACCOUNT !NSTIRUCTiOMS (Of"T Am.Im HIEREH\! 
ARlETb"'JIE COMPILIITETRUST ACCOUNT HNSTRllJCT!ONS. Tt-ilESE !NSTRUCTllONS MAY NOT iii\!JCUJ!Jt AU. 
YHIE TERMS OIF lilHE AGRIEEMlENT, WHil«::IHI IS THIE SUBJIECT OIF iflHIE TRUST ACCOUNT. BY SiGN!NIG TMllS 
AGRIEIEMENT, T!HiE PARTulES ACKNOWlEIDGE THAT THIE iNISTIRUCTiONS CONTAlN!ED HiERBN AIRE 
ACCEIP'TABLIE TO EAC&-ll IP'ARlY. 
RESERVING PARTY SIGNATURE: DATE: 
DEVELOPER REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE: DATE: 
Position 
Dated this __ day of _______ ~ 2007 at __ AM/PM (Recelprt Time). 
RESERVATION NUMBER ASSIGNED 
1 .'12 
· ATTACHMENT "B" 
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HUNTSMAN SPRINGS CONTRACT FOR LOT SALE 
EFFECTIVE DA TE: July 16, 2006 
PURCHASER (S): Ron Swafford 
SELLER: HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, Inc, dlb/a Huntsman Springs, an Idaho 
corporation licensed and doing business in Idaho. 
In consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, and in further consideration of 
the purchase price specified below, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt 
and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged by the parties hereto, the undersigned 
Purchaser agrees to buy, and the undersigned Seller agrees to sell, the below described real 
estate (hereinafter referred to sometimes as the "Lot" or "Property") subject to the terms, 





Property: The Purchaser agrees to buy and the Seller agrees to sen Block/Tract 
number 50 , Lot 4 of the Huntsman Springs 
Community ("Community"), a planned development located in Teton County, 
Idaho, such Lot being more particularly shown and identified on that certain plat of 
survey recorded in tbe Teton County Clerk's Office under Instrument # __ , 
dated _TBD _. 2007 _, as the same has been or may be amended, such plat 
being :incorporated herein, and made a part hereof, by this reference. 
Purehase. Price and Method of PilymEnt: Purchaser represents that Purchaser will have, at 
the Date of Closing, sufficient cash (together with the loan, if any, descn'bed herein) 
to complete the purchase hereunder. The purchase price of the Property shall be: 
387,000 ), to be paid as set forth in subparagraph A or B [ select A or B, the option 
not selected is not a part of the Agreement]. 
A. 
gatJ.on to close shall not be 
·. ~ 
VJ!! 
X B. Where New Loan to be Obtained. This Agreement is made conditional 
upon Purchaser's ''ability to obtain" (as defined herein) a loan in the principal@ 
amount of eighty (80) percent of the purchase price to be evidenced by a 
promissory note and secured by a mortgage on the Property. Purchaser shall be 
obligated to close this transaction if Purchaser has the ability to obtain a loan as set 
forth above. "Ability to obtain" means that Purchaser is qualified to receive the 
loan described herein based upon lender's customary and standard underwriting 
criteria. Proceeds of said loan, together with any balance of the purchase price shall 
be paid in cash or its equivalent by Purchaser to Seller at closing. 
Purchaser agrees to make application for said loan within ten (10) days from 
date of this Agreement, and pursue said application diligently and in good faith, to 
execute all papers, to provide all documents, to perform all other actions necessary 
to obtain such loan and to accept such loan if approved by lender. Should Purchaser 
not apply for said loan in the time specified above, Seller may declare Purchaser in 
default and Purchaser shall have five (5) days to cure said default by providing 
Seller written evidence of formal loan application. 
If within thirty (30) calendar days from the date this Contract becomes a 
binding agreement Seller has not received written notice from Purchaser that 
Purchaser is unable to qualify for a loan as described herein, then said financing 
contingency shall be deemed waived by Purchaser and, thereafter, a failure of the 
Purchaser to close because of the inability to obtain a loan shall be a default by 
Purchaser. Upon automatic waiyer of the contingency, the future inability of the 
Purchaser to obtain a loan due to the lack of credit worthiness shall be considered a 
default hereunder. Purchaser acknowledges and represents that he has not relied 
upon the advice or representation, if any, of Seller or any salespersons representing 
Seller regarding the type of loan or the terms of any particular loan program to be 
obtained by Purcha...cer. Purchaser shall have the responsibility of independently 
investigating and choosing the lender, type of loan, and said loan program to be 
applied for by pmchaser in connection with this transaction. Purchaser agrees to 
hold harmless Seller and any salespersons representing Seller, from any claims or 
loss whatsoever arising out of Purchaser's application and commitment for any 
loan, and with respect to the tenns of instruments evidencing or securing said loan. 
3. &rnest ~q. Purchaser has paid to the Escrow Agent identified below $38,700 as 
earnest money, which earnest money is to be applied as part payment of the 
purchase price at time of closing. Escrow Agent shall deposit the earnest money in 
the escrow account upon receipt. In the event the earnest money check is returned 
for insufficient funds or otherwise not honored, Seller shall in its discretion have the 
right to terminate this Agreement. The earnest money may only be disbursed: (a) 
at closing, (b) upon written agreement signed by all parties, (c) upon Court order, 
(d) upon breach by any party than to the non-breaching party, (e) upon failure of 
any contingency herein, or (f) as otherwise set forth herein. $1~,000 reserv ·on 




4. Conveyance of Property: Seller warrants that it currently has good and marketable, fee 
simple title to the property and shall convey the property by warranty deed to 
Purchaser at closing. Good and marketable title means insurable title at nonnal 
rates without exception except for permitted title exceptions and preprinted 
standard title exceptions. Conveyance shall be free of monetary liens or 
encumbrances, subject to preprinted standard title exceptions and the following 
permitted title exceptions, to-wit · 
( a) Property true.es for the year of sale; 
(b) Such state of facts as would be disclosed by an accurate survey and 
inspection of the premises; 
( c) The exact amount of acreage in the property; 
( d) All such other covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements of record as 
may now affect the Property; 
( e) All tl:iose matters shown on the plat of survey referred to above, as has been 
or may be amended; 
(f) That certain Master Declaration of Protective Covenants for Huntsman 
Springs , dated May 2007, as amended (the "Declaration"); 
(g) Restrictions relating to building upon or using the Property by virtue of any 
building or zoning ordinance, restrictive covenants or other law of any 
entity of government or public authority; and 
(h) Any mortgage placed upon the Property by Purchaser in connection with 
the closing of the sale of the above-described Lot. 
5. dO£ing Date: Closing shall take place on or before September 21, 2007 . 
Possession of the Property shall be granted no later than the Closing Date. 
Huntsman Springs may assess a 1 % penalty on the total purchase price for each 15-
day period that closing is delayed by no fault of Huntsman Springs. 
6. Closing Expenses: Seller shall pay the transfer taxes and recording fees on the deed 
and fur the preparation of the deed Purchaser shall pay all costs, including any Loan 
discount percentage, if applicable, associated with the financing aspects of the closing and 
all other closing costs. Purchaser shall also deposit at closing to the Huntsman Springs 
Master Association (the "Association") the sum of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00), Two 
Hundred Dollars ($200.00) for each of the following two funds: 
(a) Two hundred dollars ($200.00) toward reserves, which sum shall be non-
refundable and shall be deposited by the Board in the Master Association's Reserve Fund; 
and 
(b) Two hundred dollars ($200.00) toward the Teton County Fire District 
general fund, which sum shall be non-refundable. 
These initial deposits shall be in addition to all Assessment obligations and upon the 
subsequent transfers ofa Lot or Unit a transfer fee in the amount of $400.00 ($200.00 to each 
of the above funds) will be due from the purchaser. The Reserve Fund may be used from 
time to time for any Master Association purpose deemed appropriate by the Executive Board, 
and the Reserve Fund may be replenished or improved from time to time by the Executive ~ 
3 
_· ... ?) 
1· J£r__ 
~--~ 
Board in its discretion, by inclusion in the Budget and the Regular Assessments based 
thereon. 
7. Trtle Evidence: A title insurance binder or policy, or title opinion, will be issued to 
Purchaser in connection with the transaction, at the expense of Seller, and will show 
that Seller, immediately prior to the conveyance of the Lot to Purchaser, is vested 
with title to the Lot, subject only to the title exceptions provided for in paragraph 4 
of this contract which Purchaser, by execution hereof. specifically approves. 
8. Pr-orations: General taxes for the year of closing based on the most recent calendar 
year assessment, irrigation and drainage assessments, grazing fees, government 
program payments, personal payments, personal property taxes, prepaid rents, water 
rights, association fees, dues or assessments, utilities, insurance premimns and 
interest on encumbrances, if any, and, if applicable, will be prorated as of the 
Closing Date. If on the Closing Date the amount of such taxes, assessments, and 
fees is not yet fully ascertained for the current year, the apportionment of taxes has 
been estimated on the basis of the best infonnation available, and such estimate 
shall be conclusive between the parties. 
9. Sdler'& Covenants: Seller will not provide or complete roads, sewer, water, gas, 







The above-descn'bed Lot is or will be located on a paved road (for purposes 
of this Contract, "paved" means concrete or pavement with bituminous 
surface that is impervious to water, protects the base, and is durable under 
the traffic load and maintenance contemplated), which has been or will be 
built to standards established by the state or the unit of local government in 
which the Community is located, and the Huntsman Springs Master 
Association is obligated to accept the road for maintenance; 
Water lines have been or will be extended to the above~described Lot and 
service is to be provided by Huntsman Springs Water and Sewer, or the City 
of Driggs in the case of Driggs Townhome or Town Plaza Properties; 
Sewer lines have been or will be extended to the above-described Lot and 
service is to be provided by Huntsman Springs Water and Sewer, or the City 
of Driggs in the case of Driggs Townhome or Town Plaza Properties; 
Electric service lines have been or will be extended to the above-described 
Lot and service is to be provided by Fall River Electric Company; 
Telephone lines have been or will be extended t.o the above-described Lot, 
and service is to be provided by Silver Star Communications or a similar 
provider; and 
Seller does not guarantee the construction of any proposed recreational 
facilities within or adjacent to the Huntsman Springs Community other than 
those recreational facilities as set forth in Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
The Seller represents that it has entered into a Development Agreement for 
Hunt,mon Springs Subdivision, P~ I, wilh Teton County for <he p~ ,.,.__ 
guaranteeing the full and satisfuctory completion of the improvements identified 
within items (a)-(e) of this Section 9. In accordance therewith, the Seller has also 
established an Irrevocable Letter of Credit to the benefit of the Teton County 
Commissioners in an effort to insure completion of the items set forth within this 
Section. 
With respect to the above-referenced items (b) - (e), please note the following information 
with respect to rates and fees which are to be paid by the Purchaser: 
10. 
11. 
A. Huntsman Springs will charge a hookup fee of$10,000.00 for Custom Single 
Family Homesites. Hookup fees are included :in the price of Driggs 
Townhomes and Range Cabins. Town Plaza hookup fees will be established 
separately by unit and are estimated at $7500.00 per salable unit within each 
commercial building. All hookup fees must be paid prior to the start of 
construction. Utility costs covered by these fees include fiber optic, electrical, 
water and sewer, to the curb only. 
B. Fall River Electric Company will provide electric service at customary and 
usual rates and fees. 
C. Silver Star Communications, or a similar provider, will provide telephone 
service at customary and usual rates and fees and the Silver Star hook up fee 
from edge oflot to the home is included in the $10,000 fee. 
Completion of Facilities: The only representations made by Seller with respect to the 
completion of roads, sewer, water, gas, electric, telephone service and recreational 
facilities are as set forth in Section 9 and no other representations regarding the 
same have been made or relied upon by Purchaser. All completion dates for roads, 
sewer, electric and telephone service and recreational amenities as set forth herein 
are subject to delays and time extensions caused by acts of God, strikes, or 
manpower shortages, acts of governmental authorities, labor conditions beyond the 
control of Seller or any other cause beyond Seller's control or other grounds to 
establish impossibility ofperfonnance in the State ofldaho. 
Regional Land Trurt Agreement: Huntsman Springs Community features approximately 
500 acres of prime wildlife reproductive habitat and has entered into a management 
agreement with the Teton Regional Land Trust on a number of these acres. The 
Homeowners Association (the "HOA") upon transfer of responsibility by the 
Declarant (Developer) will necessarily accept the ongoing responsibility to manage 
the designated land in accordance with the Regional Land Trust Management Plan 
and to a standard equal to the standard previously set by the Declarant Budgets for 
management of the wildlife areas may not be reduced from levels at the time of 
transfer of responsibility and escalators for cost of living increase to the budget will 
be required based on the annual consumer price index increases as published by the 
Federal Government. The Regional Land Trust has the right of inspection and may at 
the HOA's expense rectify mismanaged areas, provided the HOA has been given 




12. Pre-Emsting Conditionlll: Huntsman Springs Community is adjacent to,the Driggs-
Reed Memorial Airport. This Airport is owned, operated and sponsored by the 
City of Driggs as a public airport with shared funding from the Federal Aviation 
Administration. Operating rules and regulations are governed by the Federal 
Aviation Regulations. The An.port is classified as a Category B-II Airport with 
unrestricted hours of operation and noise abatement procedures are conducted on 
13. 
a voluntary basis. · 
The Airport proximity and related aircraft traffic are pre-existing conditions 
relating to the surrounding area and property purchase. Certain building height 
restrictions may apply per the approved FAA Airport Layout Plan. 
Since the Airport is a pre-existing facility, owners waive the right to bring 
litigation or any legal proceeding relating to hours of operation, noise abatement, 
air traffic, or any other :issue in relation to the Driggs-Reed Memorial Airport or 
the City of Driggs. 
Golf Lot Disclosure: The Property is located or may be located adjacent to or in close 
proximity to a Golf Course and Club. Purchaser acknowledges that Purchaser has 
assessed the location of the Property in relation to the layout and operation of the 
Golf Course and Club and acknowledges that owning the Property adjacent to or in 
close proximity to the Golf Course and Club involves certain risks which may have 
an impact and effect upon Purchaser's enjoyment of the Property. Purchaser 
acknowledges that such risks may include, by way of example and not as a 
limitation, noise associated wi1h. the playing of golf and with using the Golf Course 
and Club facilities; golf balls being hit into Purchaser's Property, with the potential 
of causing bodily injury or physical damage to any improvements or personality; 
and golfers entering Purchaser's Property to retrieve errant golf balls. Purchaser 
assumes all such risks and agrees that neither Seller, the Association, nor any other 
entity owning or managing 1h.e Golf Course or Club, or any portion thereof, shall be 
liable to Purchaser or to any person claiming any loss or damage, including, without 
limitation, actual, indirect, special, or consequential loss or damage arising from 
personal injury, destruction of property, trespass, or any other alleged wrong or 
entitlement to remedy based upon, due to, arising from, or otherwise related to, the 
proximity of Purchaser's Property to the Golf Course or Club, or any portion 
thereof Purchaser hereby agrees to indemnify and to hold hannless Seller, the 
Association, or any other entity owning or managing the Golf Course or Club, 
against any and all claims by Purchaser's guests, invitees, or licensees, of any nature 
whatsoever, based upon, due to, arising from. or otherwise related to, the proximity 
of Purchaser's Property to the Golf Course or Club, or any portion thereof, 
including, without limitation, all costs of litigation and attorneys fees incurred by 
Seller, the Association, or any other entity owning or managing the Golf Course or 
Club. or any portion thereof. Nothing contained in this paragraph, 11, shall restrict 
or limit any power of the Seller, the Association or any other entity owning or 
managing the Golf Course or Club, or any portion thereof, to change the design of 
the Golf Course or Club, or of any other portion of the Golf Course or Club and 
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related facilities, and any such change shall not be deemed or considered to have 
nullified, amended, altered, restricted, or impaired the covenants, obligations, and 
duties of Purchaser contained herein. 
14. Pun:hase-r'11 Acknawledgements Regarding Hunumm Springs Golf Club: (NOTICE: F AlLURE 
TO COMPLY WITII. THIS PART COULD PREJUDICE YOUR ABILITY TO 
OBTAJN A :MEMBERSHIP IN TIIE HUNTSMAN SPRINGS GOLF CLUB.) 
~~ 
(a) Purchaser explicitly acknowledges that PURCHAS'ER HAS FROM 11-IE DATE HEREOF 
UNTIL THE I.ATER OF SIXTY (60) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF CLOSlNG HERElN OR FROM 
COMPLETION OF TI-fE GOLF COURSE TO OBTAlN APPROVAL AND ACQUIRE MFMBERSH!P 
IN TI-IE HUNTSMAN SPRlNGS GOLF CLUB. Memberships, which aro not acquired by 
Purchaser by said date, may be offered on a first come, first serve basis to other 
owners and non-owners. Accordingly, owners who do not acquire a membership as 
of said date may acquire a memberahip at a later date only if one is then available and 
only upon payment of the initiation deposit, which is then charged for membership. 
NOTICE: FAIWRE TO ACQUlRE A MEMBERSHlP AT CLOSING MAY PROHIBIT THE 
PURCHASER FROM HAVING A MEMBERSHIP AVAllABl.E. Subsequent purchasers of Lots 
in the Huntsman Springs Community from members are guaranteed the availability 
of a membership if the selling member resigns his or her membership and arranges 
for the subsequent purchaser to acquire such membership. If a membership is not 
available, the Club of those persons who desire membership in the Club will 
establish a waiting list. Priority for available memberships will be given to property 
owners in the Huntsman Springs Community on the waiting list. The Club may, in 
its sole and absolute discretion, reserve memberships for sale to future purchasers 
of property in the Huntsman Springs Community. Memberships, which are 
reserved by t.i'ie Club, will not be considered to be available memberships, and the 
Club may not be compelled to sell them. 
(b) The persons interested in acquiring a membership in the Club should IMMEDIATELY 
UPON 11-iE SIGNING OF 11-11S CONTRACT submit a fully executed, completed 
application for membership in the Club. If the Club accepts the applicant, the Club 
will send the applicant notice of his or her acceptance. In the event the Club does 
not act favorably upon a person's application, the Club will so notify the applicant. 
Within the sixty (60) day period set forth above, the applicant, if accepted in the 
Club, shall pay to the Club the required initiation deposit, dues and any other 
charges as may be requested as a part of the membership. Upon payment of all 
deposits and required charges, the Club will then forward to 'the applicant a 
membership card for the member and his or her family members who are entitled to 
use the Club facilities under the membership, together with any other information 
deemed pertinent by the Chm. 
1. Purchaser acknowledges fuat the Club reserves the right, but not the 







ownership. Initiation deposit members who acquire an equity membership will be 
entitled to a credit toward the membership contribution required for- equity 
membership in the amount of the initiation deposit, which they previously paid. 
15. Purchaser's Covenants: The Purchaser covenants and acknowledges that: (a) Purchaser 
has received copies of the Declaration and agrees to be bound by the tenns and 
conditions of such document; -(b) Purchaser or his or her spouse has made a 
personal, on-the-lot inspection of the ab-Ove-descnoed Lot prior to the signing of 
thls Contract; ( c) Purchaser has received no offer of gifts, trips, dinners, or other 
such promotional techniques to induce him/her to visit the Huntsman Springs 
Community or to execute this Contract, either by direct mail or telephone; ( d) Seller 
has provided Purchaser a good-faith 'I.A.:rntten estimate of the cost of maintaining the 
roads over the first ten (10) years of ownership, which estimate is attached as 
Exlnbit "A" hereto and incorporated herein by this reference; (e) Purchaser bas 
received a good-faith estimate of the year in which the roads, water and sewer 
facilities and promised amenities will be completed, a copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit ''B" and incorporated herein by this reference; (f) if construction 
staging on an adjacent lot(s) is required to build Purchaser's home, then Purchaser 
will return that adjacent lot(s) to its condition prior to Purchaser's construction, as 
soon as possible following completion of Purchaser's home construction; (g) in the 
event this contract is for a Driggs Townhome or Range Cabin site, Purchaser has 
been informed of, and agrees to meet the deadline for commencement of borne 
construction of 5 (five) years from the Closing date; and (h) Purchaser agrees that 
before Purchaser would publicly offer, list or advertise the above-described Lot for 
sale within two years of the Closing date, Purchaser will first offer the above-
described Lot to Seller at the same Purchase Price as Purchaser is paying under 
paragraph 2 of this contract. 
16. 11ie Huntsman Springs Master Association and Subassociations.: There has been or will be 
created the Huntsman Springs Master Association, Inc. Purchaser shall be a 
member of the Association and any Subassociation established for like Properties, 
and Purchasers Property shall be subject to assessment by the Association and any 
Subassociation, which assessment is for the purposes set forth in the Declaration. 
Purchaser hereby acknowledges that it is aware of the rights of the Association and 
any Subassociation to levy and enforce assessments against it and Purchaser agrees 
to pay promptly all such assessments, which are properly made against him by the 
Association and any Subassociation. 
17. Architectural Rcquimnents: Architectural approval and control requirements and 
restrictions are set forth in the Declaration. Such provide that no original 
construction, improvements, buildings, structures, or development of any kind 
whatsoever shall commence or be carried out on any lot until approved in writing 
by the Development Review Committee. Purchaser agrees that the actual 
construction on the property will have no material variation from the plans 
approved by the Development Review Committee unless the Development Review 
Committee shall have also approved such variations in writing. The Development 
Review Committee may grant or deny approval of Purchaser's plans on any 
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grounds, including purely aesthetic considerations. AU modifications, additions or 
alterations made on or to existing residential units or structures must obtain the 
approval of the Development Review Committee, as that term is defined in the 
Declaration. 
18. Default: If Purchaser fails to perfonn his or her obligation under this Contract or to 
close the sale provided herein, Seller may, at its option, elect to enforce this 
Contract by declaring this Purchase Contract in default and retain any and all 
Earnest Money as full liquidated damages, in which event the parties will be 
released from any further obligation or liability to each other. Purchaser and Seller 
agree that the exact amount of Seller's actual damages would be impossible to 
calculate and that such liquidated damages are reasonable. In the event that this 
sale fails to close due to default on the part of the Seller, or inability of Seller to 
deliver "good and marketable fee simple title" to the Lot, then upon written notice 
from Purchaser, Seller shall return all Earnest Money, and the parties shall be 
released from any and all other further obligations hereunder. Neither Purchaser 
nor Seller shall have any further rights or remedies on account of any default except 
as stated in this paragraph. 
19. Condition of Property: Purchaser and Seller hereby agree that Purchaser shall buy the 
Property in an "as is" condition, and Seller has not made any commitments or 
accepted any obligations for further work on the Property other than as expressly 
set forth herein. Purchaser acknowledges that Seller has not made any pledges, 
covenants or commitments in regard to the development of the Huntsman Springs 
Community which has induced a Purchaser of the Property to purchase said 
Property except as stated in this Contract 
20. Sole Agreement This Contract supersedes any and all understandings and agreements 
between the parties and constitutes the sole and entire contract between the parties. 
No oral statements or representations whatsoever shall be considered a part hereof. 
Any modifications must be in writing and acknowledged by the parties hereto. 
21. Binding Effect: This Contract is binding upon the heirs, personal representatives, 
successors and permitted assigns of the parties. 
22. Nonassignability: Purchaser's interest in this Contract may not be transferred or 
assign~ in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Seller. In the 
event that Purchaser assigns or transfers, or attempts to assign or transfer, his or her 
interest hereunder without Seller's written consent having first been obtained, Seller 
may, at its option, treat such event as a default by Purchaser hereunder, and shall 
not be obligated to recognize the Assignee or the Transferee. 
23. Survival of Closing: The tenns and conditions of this Contract shall survive the 
Closing and delivery of the warranty deed. Purchaser, on behalf of himself and his 
successors in title, agrees that in the event of any litigation to enforce this Contract, 
or in the event Seller is voluntarily or involuntarily made a part to any litigation 
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concerning this Contract, Purchaser shall protect and hold the Seller harmless from 
any and all costs in connection with such litigation. inc]uding reasonably attorney's 
fees and court costs incurred by the Seller. 
24. Notices: Notices hereunder shall be in writing and shall be delivered by band, courier 
or mailed by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, 
postage prepaid and addressed to each party as first set forth above. Any · such 
notice, request or other communication shall be considered given or delivered, as 
the case may be, on ihe date of hand or courier delivery or on the date received. 
25. Idaho Law: This Contract and all relationships between the parties hereto shall be 
construed, interpreted and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Idaho. 
26. Time of Essence: Time is of the essence in this Contract, except as otherwise 
specifically provided. 
27. Severability: The provisions of this Contract are intended to be independent In the 
event that any provision hereof shouJd be declared by a court of competent 
jurisdiction to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable for any reason whatsoever, such 
illegality, unenforceability, or invalidity shall not affect the remainder of this 
Contract 
28. Full Knowledge: Purchaser and Seller acknowledge that they have read, understand 
and have had the opportunity to be advised by legal counsel as to each and every 
one of the terms, conditions, and restrictions and the effect of all the provisions of 
this Contract and every part of the Declaration. the exhibits thereto. the 
amendments thereto, the By-Laws, the Supplemen'!al Declaration, the Articles of 
Incorporation of the Association and all parts of the Purchaser's Package. 
29. Real Estate Brokerage Commission; Seller shall be responsible for all real estate 
commissions in connection with the transaction descn"bed herein to the Broker and 
to any other agents or co-brokers only i(they are listed below. In no event shall 
Seller have any obligation to pay any real estate commission except in the event of 
the consummation of fue closing of this transaction pursuant to the terms of this 
Contract. Neither Seller nor Broker has acted as agent in this transaction for the 
Purchaser. The co-broker listed below, if any, shall receive a total commission at 
Closing of 0% of the Purchase Price. Purchaser acknowledges that Purchaser 
has not contracted. negotiated, or otherwise dealt with any real estate broker not 
specifically identified in this Contract in connection with any aspect of this 
transaction. Purchaser agrees to indemnify and to hold Seller harmless from any 
claim made by any real estate broker or any other person asserting any claim for 
any commission, fee, salary, or other payment for any services rendered to, for, or 
on behalf of Purchaser in connection with any aspect of this transaction. except for 
any ciaim for such services rendered to, for. or on behalf of Purchaser in connection 
with any aspect of this transaction by any p..."l"Son specifically identified herein as a 
real estate broker. 
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30. Disclaimer: Seller and Purchaser acknowledge that they have not reUed upon the 
advice or representation, if any, of Broker (or Broker's associated salespersons) 
relative to any consequences of this Contract and the sale of the Property, the 
purchase and ownership of 1he Property. the condition of the Property, the 
availability of utilities to the Property, or the investment potential or resale value of 
the Property_. Seller and Purchaser both acknowledge that if such matters are of 
concern to them, they have sought and obtained independent advice. Purchaser 
aclmowledges that Broker (or Broker's associated salespersons) are representatives 
of the Seller and are working with the Purchaser in a non-agent capacity. 
31. Revocation: This Contract may be revoked at the option of Purchaser until midnight 
of the seventh (7th) day following the signing of this Contract. This provision is 
non-waivable. 
32. Definitions: The words used in this Contract shall have the same meaning as set forth 
in the Declaration and any amendment applicable thereto, as recorded or to be 
recorded in the land records of Teton County, Idaho, which, by this reference, are 
inco:rporated herein. 
33. Special Stipulations: 
1, Purchaser acknowledges: that sites have not be.en staked. Seller adcnowledges that Purchaser 
will not be required to close until 30 clays after the property has been staked and any viewing 
contingency has been satisned. After site is staked, Purchaser -wiR have 14 days viewing 
contingency. lf Seller does not receive written notice &om Purchaser that Purchaser does not 
approve staking within this time frame then contingency will be deemed waived. 
Z. Seller will provide recorded plat and recorded CC&Rs 30 days prior to dosing. Seller will 
present commercial CC&Rs and commercial building guilddines to Purchaser 30 days 
prior to dosing. Should buyer not agree witn building guidelines and CC&Rs for 
commcn:ial property within 14 days of bc:ing provided. sale may be eanceled by the 
Purchaser and earnest money wi11 be returned. 
3. Purchaser understands that block 50, Lots J., 2 and 3 are 
currently under contract to another party dated July 16, 
2007. Mountain Loft Properties are currently in second 
position on these sites. If other party• s contract is 
canceled for any reason, Purchaser may. at their discretion, 
transfer to any of these sites noted by indicating in writing 
on a signed addendum to do so within 24 hours of current 
contract cancellation. This option is made available up 
until time of closing on this contract only. Any difference 
in purchase price will be reflected in a new addendum to this 
contract. All other terms and conditions, other than legal 
description and purchase price will remain the 
including closing date. Note: this is an option, 
obligation of the Purchaser. 
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2-90 
1N WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and affixed their seals 
and executed this con1ract in duplicate on the dates set forth by the signature (the contract 
date being the date that the last party signs this agreement). 
Print Purchaser's Name: 
Ron Swafford 
Print Purchaser's Aqdy:ss and Phone Numbers: 
,5;;:i.5 qt:11.~. 
Home Phone 
Business Phone ,/ 
2D2 ~ £A~ Lf/3/ 
Facsimile 
(signature) 
Signed as to Purchaser this 16 
day of July,2007 
7fo~1Ju~~;1/4°rf?;i~~~ 1-JAh o 
Seller's Address: SELLER: 
97NORTHHWY 33 HUNTS.MAN SPRINGS, Inc. 
DRIGGS IDAH_O 83422 JI:.~ 
By:~.; ~ 
Author1zed Person/Title 
AN IDAHO CORPORATION 
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Warranty Deed should be prepared as 
Joint tenants with rights 
of survivorship 
Tenants in common only 
Co112.orate / ~ersh.ip f-o f36:-
rJe-s t ,a N 1t¼~ . 
Husband/ wife 
Severalty 
Escrow Agent: --'F"-'i=rs=t=Am=en=·=c=an"'-T=1=·t1°"e __ 
Address: 78 N. Main St. 
















D BY SELLER this /8 
·"",£--~~_,200-7-.--
BROKER: 
Huntsman Springs Realty 
Print Name 
I Teton Springs Pkwy 
Address 












HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC. 
CONTRACT FOR SALE - ADDENDUM 
Paragraph 15, Good Faith Estimate, Road Maintenance 
Huntsman Springs, Inc. 
(Purchaser) 
RE: 
The estimated cost ofmaintaming the roads within the Huntsman Springs Community 
over the first ten years of ownership is approximately $300,000.00. Said expense is to be 
incurred by the Huntsman Springs Master Association, Inc. which will collect monies 
through the levy of assessments in accordance with the Declaration. Purchaser will only 
be responsible for their share of the expenses incurred. The developer will pay for the 
shares held by unsold platted lots. 
SELLE!c H~ sz, ~•-
By: tJ /&L; f <tz 
Its Authorized Representative 
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EXIDBIT "B" 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC 
CONTRACT FOR SALE - ADDENDUM 
RE: Paragraph 15, Good Faith Estimate, Completion of Improvements 
FROM: Huntsman Springs, Inc. 
To: (Purchaser) 
RE: LotNo. 
Facility Party Responsible for 
Providing Maintenance 




D - Electricity 
E - Telephone 
Currently Huntsman Springs, Inc. 
upon relinquishment of maintenance to owner's 
association, Huntsman Springs Master Association, 
Inc. 
City of Driggs Water and Sewer 
City of Driggs Water and Sewer 
Fall River Electric Company 
Silver Star Communications 








18 hole golf course, practice range, and practice facilities, 
putting greens and related cart paths/bridges and ancillary/ 
features 
Golf Operations facility Permanent or temporary 
Fishing habitat/pond areas - fishing habitat. 
Golf Club House, Restaurant. locker rooms 
Walking paths, bike paths, equestrian trails within the project 













CLOSING CONC6SSlONS JULY 16° 2.007 
Given the ca•~ :tale.S1"'1uali!m ,rlrk:h n;qvirot a ldgl, le.~d of lnff;I on rbe par/ "I rim br,yu 
ra lo ~on ro,npfttliml, ewmiwl op_pearattt:it ofllie cam,,ttlnity. ame1;itf,:,r e/c. th~ 
.teller 1vb:11t$1C cffer 111' r:urly b,ow, =nt h=nlilfC'S IO Jn:Tp in lheirdaclskm lo 
~early. 
ME:MBBRSUII', 
• C:"t/Jd1llfl fJol,/Mms/Jntl,lp prla tt lndudd In ~ priat "/OlnltnmltJI 
~UfJ.IJDlfoftbe Tow=~ prk/R&is pgl,ilhY@tfl dlepurct,au izrnf 
SYl,OOD.&,11M6ytl,t:~t#trN,mdms/hl/ff(lret1rlyoa.,,ors. SJC,,(IQIJoj" 
Ike UIJ,{H}Dwlff is~Jf47'llll:C1dS,..lrnn. na ~oat 
C(Btt~ tofNrd  OolfMemfemJp t!pplies t., llJtJI "4,pM\flle idte, 
R>ld lo ~tt i,,. Uieprioriiy ~,, l:NHlp tlr&d an r:m'Jltdprlar n 
~31"20D?. 
,. ~tlallf,O~~wlll~,mllt.eMl~~frttml!e 
d~mwanl t1tr UIJ,BOOllaldmtW <k;tfMmtfflSllippr111lidrd tlr111 
AfHfl¥nft/p Ir p11rdltlffll 11td~ Rld-lllht ir,p&s to-~ P'IJJtti/r 
Otsfoaj,Bitttp0s6id,-4~ r-«-~.~11J1J1vbtltft,rUDQ{J 
cutlll/or lkt:~ CbllJ M~ Jin/ Is lnclflAl:d in tltr. wr.d prier:, 
tu lnt/u'WIN &:dla to~• Ct;lj'QriMattkr:tlilpl,p.:tldl~WJ,OOIJ 
Ill ~fo,th Fal!lllif,ampq tlUl4$IS.NlilfM tuti DYB!Ar  
,. DfiUt r-Ht,m,cdlttl ~C«6la l'!ropao,~wlll•~e.ttQ 
~falJtt'1;/l1t"~-'I.FnJJ,,r,I r.dla #1114 T..,.., «,,_. p,irllfl! ....t ...ti I,,, 
v-t.6111 l"~ahtw uo ~cocrlldbf,,.alildpriar111J,,_ J" 
Zt>D1. n-1t~k.tgp,k4 ~~'Wllf 14=e ".J,~lltzfd.P 5'o 
for f'1frue purdl11nr.r. 
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ATTACHMENT "C" 
T~TON COUNTY ASSESSOR 
BONNIE BEARD 
l50 COURTHOUSE DR #212 




JU~f ~ 3 2mii 
THIS IS NOT A BILL 
rF-? ij l E: DO NOT PAY. f' ll . ..-
CC~1iie~_:_ CC_ date n-
Tg/'_ R :S_ ·1 C_ LC_ ..iA_ 
PARCEL DESCRIPTION: SlfiArro~DLI~~Q!r~O?br any questions, _ple~se n9tify 
LOT 4 BLK 50 the Assessor's office immediately. 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS PUD PHASE I Assessor's telephone#: (208) 354-3507 
CITY PORTION SEC 26 T5N R45E 
PARCEL ADDRESS: 
195 PRIMROSE STREET 
SWAFFORD RONALD Appeals of your property value must 
SWAFFORD TWINKIE (MARGARET) 
525 9TH STREET 
be filed in writing on a form provided 
by the County, by: 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83404 JUNE 23, 2014 
CATEGORY AND 
DESCRIPTION 
21 COMM LOTS 




Tax Code Area: 1-0000 
Parcel Number: 
RPA07010500040 A 
__ P:ro_p_~rty: "::ca:;:c _R~d1,1cj::lo:g. j.~ :g.oj:: _i:g.c)-t:!-_d~d_'. _ _ _ _ _ 
ASSESSED VALUE OF YOUR PROPERTY 
LAST CURRENT 
LOTS/ACRES YEAR'S VALUE YEAR'S VALUE 
.470 AC 100,000 100,000 
. .. . .. ·-·· . ·-· -
.·,.· --.-... . . . . ' .. 
. ... ' -~ -- ··. .. : , . . 
·- .. 
.. 
RTTRTOT?. T ~ 470 100.000 100 000 
EXEMPTION: 
NET TAXABLE PROPERTY VALUE: 100,000 Goo:o,~ 
·· COb7.-.JTY 
DRIGGS 











SPEC ROAD LEVY 
















THIS IS NOT A BILL DO NOT PAY. 
1-97 
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~ t STOCKED FISHING_PO~_D_:_····- -·····--- .... __I ·. 






SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 NINTH STREET 
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83404 
TELEPHONE: (208) 524-4002 
FAX: (208) 524-4131 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD -ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
R. JAMES ARCHIBALD -A TIORNEY-AT-LA W 
TREVORL. CASTLETON-ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
LARRENK. COVERT-ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
TW1NKIE SW AFFORD - LEGAL ASSISTANT 
MARIANN OLSEN-LEGAL ASSISTANT 
SIOBHAN ASHMENT- LEGAL ASSISTANT 
Huntsman Springs 
501 Huntsman Springs Drive 
Driggs, ID 83422 
To Whom it May Concern: 
August 20, 2014 
I am a commercial property lot ovm.er of Huntsman Springs which is addressed as 195 
Primrose Street, Driggs Idaho. The legal description is Lot 4, Block 50, Huntsman Springs PUD 
Phase I, Section 26, T.SN, R 45 EBM. The contract purchase date was July 16, 2006. The lot 
was represented by the Huntsman Springs Master Plan which depicted said parcel as connected 
to the adjacent parcels to the right of the Courthouse, with bike paths, a family walk and trees 
bordering the parcel. ( depicted as a redline ). 
Huntsman Springs has seriously neglected the development of these fot,s, and has 
seriously damaged their value and mru:lcetability by building a dividing -partition consisting of a 
tree line and roadway on the Huntsman Springs side, which now separates my lot from · 
Huntsman Springs. The development has changed the address, ingress and egress, as the lot has 
absolutely no access from Primrose. 
The lot now appears to be separated in every respect from Huntsman Springs, and has 
been completely ignored for eight (8) years. Tue property appears to· the public and potential 
purchasers as a part of the dilapidated area adjacent, rather than Huntsman. Huntsman has 
effectively segregated the lots from any semblance of belonging to Huntsman. 
I have been more than patient, but see absolutely no progress on compliance with the 
Master Plan for eight (8) years. For the past eight (8) years, Huntsman has exclusively 
developed the area for marketing as opposed to fulfilling obligations to past purchasers. 
You have effectively changed the address, as well as the access to my lot from the 
Primrose paved roadway to a gravel road appearing outside ofHuntsniari Springs. I purchased 
this lot as an investment based on your express representations as described iI1 the documentation 
and plans. 
{ ( 
\. \ ... ~ .. -· 
··-~..,....·•' 
t 
Letter to Huntsman Springs dated August 20, 2014 Page - 2 
I hereby demand that the Master Plan be complied with, ptoviding my lot with ingress 
and egress from Primrose as expected from the address. I also insist that the family walk and 
bike paths as well as trees be in place immediately. I hereby request immediate resolution of this 
issue. I request the area confonn to the plans provided at the time of purchase. 
If you are unwilling to comply with my request immediately I hereby demand retum of 
my entire purchase price, with interest and taxes. I am unwilling to continue waiting further. 
I request your prompt response to this request. If no response is provided within 10 days, 
I will presume that you have declined and rejected this request and proceed accordingly with a 
breach of contract, breach of express and implied wananties, and breach of the implied covenant 
of good faith and fair dealing. 
Sincerely, 
Enclosures as stated 
ATTACHMENT "F" 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 NINTH STREET 
IDAHO FALLS> IDAHO 83404 
TELEPHONE: (208) 524-4002 
FAX: (208) 524-4131 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD -ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
R. JAMES ARCHIBALD -ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
TREV0RL. CASTLETON-ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
LARRENK. COVERT-ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
Sean R. Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace 
P.O. Box631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
RE: Huntsman Springs 
Dear Sean: 
September 12, 2014 
TWINKIE SWAFFORD- LEGAL ASSISTANT 
J\1ARIANN OLSEN - LEGAL ASSISTANT 
SIOBHAN ASHMENT- LEGAL AsSISTANT 
I received your letter, and appreciate your response, though I disagree with several 
aspects. First, I do have the Master Plan provided at the time of purchase. My purchase was 
based on the representations contained in the plan. I have enclosed a copy for your review. As 
you can see, the current status is far different from that on the map and chart. The area to the 
North has a red line along the entire perimeter .indicating bike path and family walk. None 
exists. There were to be trees on the north side ( city side) along the bike path. Nolie exist. 
There was no plan for a road where Front Street is now. The bike path and family walk way 
were obviously designed to be the outer boundary to the North, with access to my lot on 
Primrose. Huntsman segregated these 5 commercial lots from the remainder of Huntsman 
Springs. 
It is best to simply examine the inforJl].ation provided to m~ in the Master Plan an4 then 
view the property. There is little similarity. 
It is not parole evidence, as I have the Master Plan, which was an express representation 
and warranty provided at the time of purchase. 
I believe we respectfully disagree on the measure of damages. The Master Plan was . 
presented to me to rely upon, and I in fact did. I did not receive what was advertised, represented 
and promised. I will be seeking rescission of the contract. There are obviously several potential 
causes of action including contract and tort which are available to me. 
It may be that this must be something litigated, and I respect that. I have two witnesses 
'V\Tho were with me at the time of purchase, who will testify identically. I have not contacted 01· 
Letter to Sean Moulton dated September 12, 2014 Page - 2 
notified the adjacent owners of the remaining 4 lots, as I wish not to complicate the matter 
further. If I am forced to litigate the issue, I vml contact them for further support. If this can be 
resolved amicably, our resolution can be confidential. 
If Huntsman is not willing to comply with their representations let me know. Every time 
I drive by and look at the lot which is separated from Huntsman springs, I become ill. It tmly 
looks as if it is part of the run down properties to the North. It is absolutely not marketable for 
any purpose currently. 
Thank you for your attention. If this cannot be resolved, are you authorized to accept 
service on behalf of Huntsman? Considering the investment I made, I am 1mwilling to ignore 
. this. I have no alternative but to purs~e this immediately. My age does not pe11nit me the luxury 
of extended time. 
Sincerely, 
SWAFFORD~ AW;·P.C. 17~/D ' . 
lfy{wj/4/#~P 
~. · _RONALD 7~~~Q. 
Enclosures as stated 
3D5 
Date/Time: Nov. 
Fi I e 
No. Mode 
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for error 
Busy 1) Hang up or line fail 
3) No answer 
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No facsimile .connection 
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SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 NINTH STREET 
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83404 
TELEPHONE: (208) 524-4002 
FAX: (208) 524-4131 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD - ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
R. JAMES ARCHIBALD -ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
TREVOR L. CASTLETON -ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
LARREN K. COVERT-ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
TwINKIE SWAFFORD -LEGAL ASSISTANT 
MARIANN OLSEN-LEGAL ASSISTANT 
SIOBHAN ASHMENT- LEGAL ASSISTANT 
Sean R. Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
RE: Huntsman Springs 
Dear Sean: 
November 3, 2014 
VIA FACSIMil.,E 
354-2346 
A little more than a week ago, we discussed your belief that there was a statute of 
limitations issue. You requested I provide my authority for disputing yom claim. I provided that 
authmity, and awaited your response. 
On the phone last Thursday you indicated that the statute of limitations was not the only 
issue, i.e., that there were other contract law related issues. 
When you requested my research on the statute of limitations, as a courtesy I forwarded 
my authority to you in hope of avoiding litigation. 
I would appreciate the same courtesy from you. If there are contract issues or other 
issues which you believe are dispositive of the matter, please provide them. Neither ofus want 
lillllecessary litigation. 











525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
(208) 524-4002 
Fax: {208) 524-4131 
Date: 11/04/2014 
Maddie Redman Pages: 2._pages including cover sheet 
Legal Assistant 
RE: Huntsman Springs 
Attached is a letter from Ronald L. Swafford. 
If you have any questions, don't hesitate to call our office. 
Thank You, 
Maddie Redman 
THE PAGES COMPRISING THIS FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION CONTAIN CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION FROM 
SWAFFORD LAW OFFICES, THIS INFORMATION IS INTENDED SOLELY FOR USE BY THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY 
NAMED AS THE RECIPIENT. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, BE AWARE TllA T ANY DISCLOSURE, 
COPYING, DISTRIBUTION OR USE O:F THE CONTENTS OF THIS TRANSMISSION IS PROHIBITED. IF YOU RECEIVE 
THIS TRANSMISSION IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY, SO THAT WE MAY RETRIEVE IT AT NO COST 
TO YOU. THANK YOU. 





City of Driggs Comprehensive Plan - 1/19/2010, Amended 1/8/2015 
Legend nnd nmp to be updated to clussify the following 
properties as "Live/Work": Block 47, lots fronting the north 
side of Finch Ave, and property on the east side of the 
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SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
655 S. Woodruff Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Telephone (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
FR LED 
NOV 2 5 2015 
TIME:,-------
TETON CO. ID DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD AND 
MARGARET SW AFFORD, husband and wife 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Bonneville . ) 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD, being first sworn, states: 
1. I am one of the Plaintiffs in this matter. 
2. I would request that this Court enter an order allowing Plaintiffs to file an 
Amended Complaint and Jury Demand in this matter. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - 1 
~17_ 
3. This requests is made based upon newly acquired information regarding the 
change in the zoning of the real property at issue herein. 
DATED this:2lct day of November, 2015. 
@~~ 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD 
Plaintiff 
10.t' 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of November, 2015. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: ~ '"'-o ~l":S :r.D 
My commission expires:7- d-15- lfo 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this'J.3'! day of November, 2015, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace Avenue 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Courtesy Copy: 
Gregory W. Moeller 
District Judge 
159 E. Main Street 
P.O. Box 389 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
0 Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
[Q] Fax: (208) 354-2346 
' 
&2] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
0 Fax: (208-356-5425 
~~' 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - 2 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
655 S. Woodruff Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Telephone (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
FR LED 
NOV 2 5 2015 
TIME: _____ _ 
TETON CO. ID DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD AND 
MARGARET SW AFFORD, husband and wife 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
To: All Parties and Their Counsel of Record 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Please take notice that on the 15th day of December, 2015, at the hour of2:00 p.m., or as 
soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, Plaintiffs will call up their Motion to Allow Submission 
of Additional Evidence in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion 
to Amend Complaint before the Honorable Gregory W. Moeller, District Judge, at the Teton 
County Courthouse, Driggs, Idaho. 
7r,_/) 
DATED this~ day of November, 2015. 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
?)l4 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD, ESQ. 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this?--;r:£' day of November, 2015, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace A venue 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Courtesy Copy: 
Gregory W. Moeller 
District Judge 
159 E. Main Street 
P.O. Box 389 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
{Q] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
LJ Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
!;] Fax: (208) 354-2346 
{Q U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
0 Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
D Fax: (208-356-5425 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD, ESQ. 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
SW AFFORD LAW, P .C. 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Cove1i, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
655 S. Woodruff Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Telephone (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
F & LED 
NOV 2 5 2015 
TIME: _____ _ 
TETON CO. ID DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD AND 
MARGARET SW AFFORD, husband and wife 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
Please take notice that on the'J--'Sr! day of November, 2015 Plaintiffs served a true and 
correct copy of the Plaintiffs' First Set oflnterrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents upon the following parties by method of delivery indicated: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace Avenue 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
NOTICE OF SERVICE - I 
3\(o 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered • Fax: (208) 354-2346 
RO!J:!l4kttftft(_ 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Dec.3.2015 1:01PM ford law, P.C. 
SWAFFORD LAW, P .C. 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No, 7217 
655 S. Woodruff Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Telephone (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
No. 6259 P. 2/3 
Fi LED 
PfC O 3 2015 
TIME: _______ _ 
TETON C; /:, JIS'J:.liCT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD AND 
MARGARET SW AFFORD, husband and wife 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
HUNTSMAN SPRlNGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
MOTION TO APPEAR 
TELEPHONICALLY 
COMES NOW Plaintiffs, by and through their attorney of record, Trevor L. Castleton, 
Esq., who hereby moves this Court for an order allowing counsel for Plaintiffs to appear 
telephonically for the hearing currently scheduled for the 15th day of December, 2015. 
cJ .. 
DATED this 7:/-. day of December, 2015. 
MOTION TO APPEAR TELEPHONICALLY - 1 
De c, 3. 2 0 15 1 : 0 1 PM ford law, P.C. No. 6259 P. 3/3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this :Jr} day of December, 2015, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace Avenue 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Cou:rtesy Copy: 
Honorable Gregory W. Moeller 
District Judge 
159 E. Main Street 
P.O. Box 389 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
MOTlON TO APPEAR TELEPHONrCALL Y - 2 
D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
~ Fax: (208) 354-2346 
· D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Designated courthouse box 
D Hand-delivered 
~ Fax: (208-356-5425 
SEAN MOUL TON 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 631 
60 East Wallace 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telephone: (208) 354-2345 
Fax: (208) 354-2346 
seanrnoulton@tetonvalleylaw.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
2015 DEC -4 PM 2: 16 
TETOH COWHY. IOA.IH: 
DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD AND 








Case No.: CV-2015-203 
MOTION TO STRIKE UNTIMELY 
AFFIDAVIT 
The new evidence that the Swaffords are attempting to submit to the Court is an 
allegation that the Swaffords' lot had been "rezoned at the request of defendant to 'mixed 
use' rather than commercial." 1 That is the entirety of their allegation. This new allegation is 
untimely pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 56( c) and 56( e ), and the allegation 
1 Affidavit of Ron Swafford,~ 1 (Nov. 23, 2015). 
MOTION TO STRIKE -1-
raises absolutely no equitable or legal concerns that would prevent this Court from granting 
summary judgment in Huntsman Springs' favor. 
1. The Swaffords' additional argument and affidavit submitted post-hearing is 
untimely pursuant Rule 56(c). 
According to the Swaffords, their most recent motion to present the Court with 
additional facts and argument is made "pursuant to Rule 56(c)."2 Rule 56(c) provides the 
Court with discretion to "alter or shorten the time periods and requirements of this rule for 
good cause shown," and the Rule provides that the Court "may continue the hearing." The 
Swaffords have failed to provide the Court with any legal authority that Rule 56(c) allows 
parties to submit additional affidavits post-hearing. 
All of the timing requirements of Rule 5 6( c) are pre-hearing: Movant submits briefs 
and affidavits 28 days prior to hearing; adverse party submits briefs and affidavits 14 days 
prior to hearing; and movant submits any response 7 days prior to hearing. The court has 
discretion to alter this format or move the date of the hearing in order for the parties to be 
able to adequately prepare to present their arguments to the court at the hearing. There is 
nothing in Rule 56( c) that suggests a court may accept additional briefs or affidavits post-
hearing. 
In Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, the Idaho Supreme 
Court explained that the purpose of the rule requiring the adverse party to serve opposing 
briefs and affidavits no less than fourteen days before the hearing is to "give the moving 
2 Motion to Allow Submission of Additional Evidence in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment (Nov. 23, 2015). 
MOTION TO STRJKE -2-
party an adequate opportunity to respond." 133 Idaho 1, 5,981 P.2d 236,240 (1999). The 
Idaho Supreme Court most recently relied on this reasoning in 2012 when it upheld a trial 
court's ruling that an affidavit was untimely filed 11 days prior to the hearing, rather than 
the 14 days prior to the hearing as provided under Rule 56( c ). Arregui v. Gallegos-Main, 
153 Idaho 801, 805, 291 P.3d 1000, 1004 (2012). In this case, this Court is not even 
considering pre-hearing additional argument as was the case in Arregui. The Swaffords are 
attempting to submit additional facts and argument post-hearing. This is untimely pursuant 
to Rule 56(c). 
2. The affidavit is not "supplemental" pursuant to Rule 56(e) because it proposes 
to introduce new material, not "supplemental" material as required by the rule; 
Rule 56( e) states, "The court may permit affidavits to be supplemented or opposed 
by ... further affidavits." In this case, the Swaffords are not seeking to "supplement" their 
prior affidavit; the Swaffords are submitting a completely new affidavit. The Idaho Supreme 
Court has explained how Rule 56(e) operates when it overruled a trial court's decision with 
the following reasoning: 
Rule 56(e) does give the trial court discretion to allow a party to oppose or 
supplement an affidavit by further affidavits, however, the time limitations set 
forth in Rule 5 6( c) still apply unless the court shortens the time for good 
cause shown. The problem here is that the Jensen affidavit was not a 
supplement to the earlier factual showing made in support of its motion, but 
rather presented new and different factual information relating to the 
judgmental immunity rule. Moreover, while the Jensen affidavit was also filed 
to oppose information submitted by Sun Valley, the information contained in 
Jensen's affidavit was clearly known and available to RR & T prior to filing 
its motion and the record reflects no reason why the affidavit could not have 
been timely filed. 
MOTION TO STRIKE -3-
With the Jensen affidavit in hand, the district judge granted RR & T's motion 
for partial summary judgment noting that Sun Valley failed to contradict 
assertions made in the affidavit. Those assertions related to Jensen's personal 
thought processes as he decided whether to challenge or present certain 
evidence in the underlying trial. Because RR & T did not serve the affidavit 
until shortly before the hearing, Sun Valley did not have an opportunity to 
depose Jensen or otherwise contradict his statements and was, therefore, 
prejudiced. 
Because there was no showing of good cause for failing to comply with the 
time limits by RR & T, and clearly Sun Valley was at a disadvantage in 
responding to the summary judgment motion, the district judge abused his 
discretion in considering Jensen's affidavit. Therefore, we will not consider 
Jensen's statements in our review of RR & T's motion for partial summary 
judgment. 
Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 133 Idaho 1, 6, 981 P.2d 236, 241 
(1999). 
In this case, the Swaffords' additional affidavit should be striken for two reasons. 
First, the affidavit attempting to be submitted was filed post-hearing. It is untimely pursuant 
to Rule 56(c). 
Second, just as in Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. cited above, the Swaffords are not 
attempting to supplement a prior affidavit. Instead, they are attempting to submit an entirely 
new argument-an argument they had every ability to make prior to the summary judgment 
hearing. The title of the Swaffords' motion is "Motion to Allow Submission of Additional 
Evidence in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment." Clearly the 
Swaffords are attempting to submit new evidence. The bare assertion made in the affidavit 
is as follows: "I have learned that the real prope1iy at issue herein has been rezoned at the 
MOTION TO STRIKE -4-
request of defendant to 'mixed use' rather than commercial";3 and "Plaintiffs propose to 
submit additional affidavits for the purpose of evidencing the defendant's modification of 
the zoning of the property at issue in this matter. "4 
This is new material, not supplemental material, and should be striken pursuant to 
Rule 56(e) and Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 133 Idaho 1, 981 
P .2d 236 (1999). 
3. The Swaffords have failed to establish "good cause" for allowing them to submit 
their additional material. 
The Swaffords have given absolutely no reasons as to why their material could not 
have been presented in a timely manner. 
4. The Swaffords' additional information fails to meet the evidentiary standard 
required by Rule 56(e). 
Even if Huntsman Springs had any role in re-zoning, which it does not, the 
Swaffords have failed to state how a renaming of their zone materially affected their 
property. 
Rule 56(e) states as follows regarding the evidentiary standard when opposing 
summary judgment: 
When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as provided in 
this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of 
that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise 
provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a 
3 Affidavit of Ronald L. Swafford in Support of Motion to Allow Submission of Additional Evidence in 
Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, 1 I (Nov. 23, 2015). 
4 Id. at 1 2. 
MOTION TO STRIKE -5-
genuine issue for trial. If the party does not so respond, summary judgment, if 
appropriate, shall be entered against the party. 
I.R.C.P. 56(e) (emphasis added). 
The Swaffords' untimely affidavit states, "I have learned that the real property at 
issue herein has been rezoned at the request of defendant to "mixed use" rather than 
commercial";5 and "Plaintiffs propose to submit additional affidavits for the purpose of 
evidencing the defendant's modification of the zoning of the property at issue in this 
matter. "6 These are allegations. These are not specific facts. Accordingly, even if timely 
filed, these allegations would not prevent the Court from granting summary judgment in 
Huntsman Springs' favor. 
5. Huntsman Springs petitions the Court for Rule 56(c) sanctions. 
Rule 56(c) provides a mechanism for sanctions for situations such as the one the 
Swaffords have presented the Court. According to Rule 56(c), the Court may award 
"attorney fees and sanctions against a party or the party's attorney, or both." In this case, 
Huntsman Springs moves the Court for an award of attorney's fees and costs associated with 
having to respond to the Swaffords' frivolous, untimely motion. 
5 Affidavit of Ronald L. Swafford in Support of Motion to Allow Submission of Additional Evidence in 
Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, ,r I (Nov. 23, 20 I 5). 
6 Id.atif2. 
MOTJON TO STRIKE -6-
32..4 
6. Conclusion 
Huntsman Springs moves the Court to Strike the affidavit of Ron Swafford filed 
November 23, 2015 and deny the Swaffords' motion for the following reasons: 
1. The material is untimely pursuant to Rule 56(c); 
2. The material is not "supplemental" pursuant to Rule 56( e) because it proposes to 
introduce new material, not "supplemental" material as required by the rule; 
3. The Swaffords have not established good cause because they have not shown why 
they could not have submitted their new argument in a timely manner; 
4. The affidavit does not set forth "specific facts" supporting its allegations. 
DATED this t....\ day of December, 2015. 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
A~)z.&~ 
Sean Moulton, attorney for Defendant 
MOTION TO STRIKE -7-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Memorandum on the following individual via the method(s) indicated below: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
Via: 
(v)U.s. Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(~acsimile 
( ) Email (pdf attachment) 
DATED this 18th day of September, 2015. 
MOTION TO STRIKE -8-
-:2,7L, 
SEAN MOUL TON 
MOULTON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 631 
60 East Wallace 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telephone: (208) 354-2345 
Fax: (208) 354-2346 
seanmoulton@tetonvalleylaw.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
'lfl/~ o,...r a ~-lt. lJ ·'" - r;,d Q. 29 ___ , qfj .)· -
TETON cour1-r-1 v rnt1 1.,,,~_ '11sr • 1• - ~ •,,, L f)l'"'- '"' ·- .. i.,_. r. GI LOURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD AND 




HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No.: CV-2015-203 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT 
The Swaffords Motion to Amend Complaint provides no argument or facts as to why 
the Court should grant their motion, aside from citing Rule 15(a). 1 The Swaffords' Affidavit 
of Plaintiff in Support of Motion to Amend Complaint states, "This requests [sic] is made 
upon newly acquired information regarding the change in the zoning of the real property at 
issue herein."2 That is not a claim upon which relief can be granted: Even if true, the · 
Swaffords fail to state who is responsible for zoning changes (City of Driggs, not Huntsman 
1 Motion to Amend Complaint (Nov. 23, 2015). 
"Affidavit of Plaintiff in Support of Motion to Amend Complaint,~ 3 (Nov. 23, 2015). 
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Springs); the Swaffords fail to state when the alleged zoning changes occurred; the 
Swaffords fail to state what impact, if any, the zoning changes had on the Swaffords' 
property; and, most importantly, the Swaffords fail to state how a zoning change by the City 
of Driggs affects their breach of contract case against Huntsman Springs. The Swaffords' 
motion should be denied for two reasons: (1) They have failed to state a claim upon which 
relief can be granted, and (2) Their new claim, Abandonment of Property, if it were even a 
valid cause of action in this case, is barred by the statute of limitation. 
1. Rule 15(a) Standard 
Under Rule 15(a) "a party may amend his pleading once as a matter of course at any time 
before a responsive pleading is served .... " However, where, as here, an answer has been filed, 
Rule 15(a) provides that "a party may amend his pleading only by leave of court ... and leave 
shall be freely given when justice so requires .... " The decision to grant or refuse permission to 
amend is left to the sound discretion of the trial court. 
"[T]he court may consider whether the new claims proposed to be inserted into the action 
by the amended complaint state a valid claim." Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho 
First Nat. Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 171, 175, 804 P.2d 900, 904 (1991) (citing Bissett v. State, 111 
Idaho 865, 869, 727 P.2d 1293, 1296 (Ct.App.1986). "If the amended pleading does not set out a 
valid claim, or if the opposing party would be prejudiced by the delay in adding the new claim, 
or if the opposing party has an available defense such as a statute of limitations, it is not an abuse 
of discretion for the trial court to deny the motion to file the amended complaint." Black Canyon 
Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. Bank, NA., 119 Idaho at 175, 804 P.2d at 904. 
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2. The Swaffords' Proposed Amended Complaint fails to state a valid cause of 
action against Huntsman Springs because Huntsman Springs is a private 
corporation and does not change zoning for any property. 
The Swaffords allege that "Defendant has altered the designation and zoning of the 
"Town Plaza Commercial" area .... "3 The City of Driggs makes zoning decisions for the 
Swaffords' property, not Huntsman Springs. This Court can take judicial notice pursuant to 
Idaho Rule of Evidence 201 that public entities make zoning decisions in Idaho and not 
Huntsman Springs, Inc. 
Out of an abundance of caution, Huntsman Springs submits to the Court the 
Affidavit of Douglass E. Self. Mr. Self is completely unaffiliated with Huntsman Springs 
and is the Community Development Director overseeing all planning and zoning matters for 
the City of Driggs.4 According to Mr. Self, "The PUD-HS-C zone was renamed by the City 
of Driggs, and not by an application from Huntsman Springs, Inc. 5" Mr. Self also states that 
the zone change was "as a name change only by the City of Driggs, and no commercial uses 
were removed by the new designation. "6 
The Swaffords' Proposed Amended Complaint stating that Huntsman Springs 
allegedly wrongfully changed the zoning does not state a valid claim, so the Swaffords' 
motion should be denied. Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho F;rst Nat. Bank, NA., 
119 Idaho 171,175,804 P.2d 900,904 (1991) For this reason alone, this Court may deny the 
Swaffords' Motion to Amend Complaint. 
3 Proposed Amended Complaint and Jury Demand, ,i 39. 
4 Affidavit of Douglass E. Self, ,i 2. 
5 Affidavit of Douglass E. Self, ,i 5. 
6 Affidavit of Douglass E. Self, ,i 4. 
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3. The Swaffords' new cause of action-"Abandonment of Property"-is not a 
legally recognized cause of action under the facts of this case. 
As stated above, the Swaffords have offered no explanation for their Proposed 
Amended Complaint. The Swaffords new cause of action is called "Abandonment of 
Property," and they have alleged that "Defendant has abandoned the Plaintiffs' property as 
part of the 'Town Plaza Commercial' area."7 
In Idaho, there is a legal concept of "abandonment of property," but it absolutely 
does not apply as the Swaffords allege. "Abandonment of property" applies in tenancy 
cases, leasehold cases, easement cases, and nuisance cases. The Swaffords have supplied no 
legal authority for the proposition that the seller of a parcel can be sued for abandoning the 
property sold to the buyer. Counsel for Huntsman Springs hesitates to even guess as to how 
the Swaffords seek to apply this legal theory to their case. 
The legal relationship between Huntsman Springs and the Swaffords is contractual. 
The true nature of their complaint against Huntsman Springs is for breach of contract. As 
Huntsman Springs has argued in its Motion for Summary Judgment, the alleged breaches to 
that contract occurred in 2007 and 2008. 
4. The Swaffords' Proposed Amended Complaint is barred by the same statutes of 
limitations as their original Complaint. 
The Swaffords have failed to allege any new facts or make any new allegations in 
their Proposed Amended Complaint that would prevent the Court from ruling that it is 
barred by the relevant statutes of limitation. 
7 Proposed Amended Complaint and Jury Demand, ,r 38. 
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The Swaffords' new allegation is that Huntsman Springs changed the zoning on the 
Swaffords' lot, and that this changed zoning constituted an "abandonment" of the 
Swaffords' lot. As stated above, the Swaffords have confused the legal concept of 
"abandonment of property" with their breach of contract allegations. It seems as though the 
Swaffords new allegation is that the alleged rezoning was further evidence that Huntsman 
Springs breached its contract with the Swaffords. 
This new allegation, even if it were valid, would be barred by the same statute of 
limitations as their other claims. In Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. 
Bank, NA. cited above, the Idaho Supreme Court ruled that a trial court may deny a motion to 
amend complaint if the proposed amended complaint would be barred by a statute of limitations. 
Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 171, 175, 804 
P.2d 900, 904 (1991). 
5. Conclusion 
The Swaffords' motion should be denied for two reasons: (1) They have failed to 
state a claim upon which relief can be granted, and (2) Their new claim, Abandonment of 
Property, is in actuality their breach of contract case, and even if it were a valid cause of 
action, it is barred by the five-year statute of limitations. 
DATED this .::i._ day of December, 2015. 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT -5-
3:31 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
k~t.M~ 
Sean Moulton, attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Memorandum on the following individual via the method(s) indicated below: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
DATED this B day of December, 2015. 
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HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC. an Idaho 
Corporation, 
Defendant, 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiffs Ronald and Margaret Swafford ( collectively "Swaffords") initiated this action 
to collect damages for the alleged devaluation of their real property. They claim that Defendant 
Huntsman Springs, Inc. ("Huntsman Springs") effectively severed a lot they purchased in the 
Huntsman Springs planned development by building a park and planting trees between their lot 
and the rest of the development. 
Initially, Huntsman Springs brought a motion for judgment on the pleadings or, in the 
alternative, summary judgment. That hearing took place on November 17, 2015. The Court 
determined that summary judgment was the more appropriate motion because it may have to 
look at evidence beyond the pleadings, and converted the motion accordingly. Swaffords made a 
motion for the Court to allow additional time to submit evidence in opposition to summary 
judgment, as well as to file a motion to amend their complaint. The matter was the rescheduled 
for a new hearing on just the summary judgment motion. Additionally, the Court considered a 
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motion to strike filed by Huntsman Spring. These motions were heard on December 15, 2015, 
after which the Court took all three pending motions under advisement. 
II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Most of the facts in this matter are relatively simple and straightforward. Any disputed 
facts are noted as such. 
Huntsman Springs is a development in Driggs, Teton County, Idaho. 1 From 2006 to 
2007, it actively promoted the development to customers, including Swaffords.2 Swaffords 
entered into a contract to purchase a lot from Huntsman Springs on July 16, 2007.3 The contract 
was for the purchase of Lot 4, Block 50, Huntsman Springs PUD Phase I, city Portion of SEC 
26, T5N R 45E ("the lot").4 This parcel is also known as 195 Primrose Street, Driggs Idaho.5 
At the time of purchase, the lot was undeveloped and designated as commercial 
property.6 On July 20, 2007, Huntsman Springs recorded the "Final Plat" for the subdivision 
showing an area designated as "Park 3" between Swaffords' lot and Primrose Street. 7 The 
warranty deed for the lot was recorded in Teton County on September 21, 2007.8 
Primrose Street was completed on or before October 31, 2007.9 A bike path, walkway, 
and landscaping, including trees, were also completed by August 13, 2008. 10 
Swaffords wrote a letter to Huntsman Springs, dated August 20, 2014, alleging that 
Huntsman Springs breached its agreement by building a dividing partition between their lot and 
Primrose Street. 11 
In materials submitted after oral argument, Swaffords suggest that new information 
shows that the zoning for the lot was changed on February 12, 2015, without their knowledge or 
1 Comp!., Attach. A, July 1, 2015 
2 Id 
3 Id., Attach. B. 
4 Id 
5 Id, Attach. C. 
6 Id .. Attach. B. 
7 Id, Attach. E. 
8 Teton County, Instrument No.191809. 
9 A.ff. of Todd Woolstenhulme, ,i 7. Sep. 29, 2015. 
10 Id., at ,rs. 
11 Comp!., Attach. F. 
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approval. 12 If true, this would potentially undermine some of the statute oflimitation objections 
raised by Huntsman Springs on summary judgment. However, Teton Springs has presented 
undisputed evidence from the Teton County Community Development Director showing that no 
actual rezoning ever took place. Although the original designation of Swaffords' lot was 
changed from "MUC-1" (Mixed Use Commercial) to "PUD-HS-C," this was simply a name 
change for the zoning designation. It was initiated by the City of Driggs, not Huntsman Springs, 
and it did not limit any of the previous commercial uses available under the previous MUC-1 
designation. 13 There is no evidence in the record to suggest that the re-designation adversely 
affected any of Swaffords' rights in the lot. 
III. LEGAL STANDARD ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Summary judgment should be granted at the trial level when "the pleadings, depositions, 
and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue of 
material fact, and the moving party is entitled to summary judgment as a matter oflaw." 
I.R.C.P. 56(c). "The burden of establishing the absence of an issue of material fact is on the 
moving party." Hayward v. Jack's Pharmacy Inc., 141 Idal10 622,625, 115 P.3d 713, 716 
(2005). This burden may be met by demonstrating the absence of evidence of an element the 
nonmoving party will be required to prove at trial. Dunnickv. Elder, 126 Idaho 308,311, 882 
P.2d 475,478 (Ct. App. 1994). Such an absence of evidence may be established either by an 
affirmative showing with the moving party's own evidence or by a review of all the nonmoving 
party's evidence and the contention that such proof of an element is lacking. Celotex Corp. v. 
Catrett;477 U.S. 317,322 (1986); see also Heath v. Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 
712, 8 P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct. App. 2000). 
The standards applicable to summary judgment require the court to liberally construe 
facts in the existing record and draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the party opposing the 
motion. Ray v. Nampa School Dist. No. 131, 120 Idaho 117,122,814 P.2d 17, 19 (1991). 
However, the nonmoving party "may not merely rest on allegations contained in his pleadings, 
but must come forward and produce evidence by way of deposition or affidavit to contradict the 
12 A.ff. of Ronald L. Swafford in Supp. of Mot. To Allow Submission of Additional Evidence in Op. to Def's Mot. for 
Summ. J, 'if I, November 25, 2015. 
13 A.ff. of Douglass E. Self, 'i['i[ 2-5, December 8, 2015. 
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assertions of the moving party and establish a genuine issue of fact." McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 
765, 770, 820 P.2d 360, 365 (1991). "[T]he nonmoving party cannot rely on mere speculation, 
and a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact." Bollinger v. 
Fall River Rural Elec. Co-op., Inc., 152 Idaho 632,637,272 P.3d 1263, 1268 (2012). If, after 
drawing all inferences in favor of the nonmoving party, "[t]he facts ... are such that reasonable 
persons could reach differing conclusions, summary judgment is not available. Hayward, 141 
Idaho at 625, 115 P.3d at 716. 
II. DISCUSSION 
A. Swaffords' claims are barred by the applicable statutes of limitations. 
Swaffords alleges five counts: 1) Breach of Contract; 2) Breach of Express Warranty; 3) 
Breach of Duty of good Faith and Fair Dealing; 4) Breach ofldaho Consumer Protection Act; 
and 5) Misrepresentation. The summary judgment motion is not substantially directed at the 
merits of any particular claims; instead, Huntsman Springs is alleging that none of the asserted 
claims are timely. Counts 1, 2, and 3 relate to the terms of a written contract, making them 
subject to the five-year statute oflimitations set forth in LC.§ 5-216. Count 4, the private 
actions under the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, is subject to a two-year statute oflimitation 
from the time the cause of action "accrued." LC. § 48-619. Count 5, the misrepresentation 
claim, is subject to a three-year statute of limitation. LC.§ 5-218. 
In a breach of contract case, the statute of limitations begins to run when a cause of action 
arises. Galbraith v. Vangas, Inc., 103 Idaho 912,915,655 P.2d 119, 112 (1982). In other words, 
the statute of limitation only runs after an "aggrieved party suffers damages." Corbridge v. 
Clark Equip. Co., 112 Idaho 85, 88, 730 P.2d 1005, 1008 (1986). 
Central to Swaffords' breach of contract claims, is their lot's lack of access to Primrose 
Street. They claim that Huntsman Springs failed to follow the Master Plat, and effectively 
partitioned the lot from the rest of the development-using a park and trees as a buffer. 
However, the "Final Plat," recorded in Teton County on July 20, 2007, shows that "Park 3" 
separates the lot from Primrose Street. 14 Whether Stafford knew or understood what the plat 
14 Comp!., Att. E. 
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showed at the time the Final Plat was recorded is immaterial. Swaffords are deemed to have at 
least constructive knowledge of the contents of the plat. It is well-settled that "the recording of 
an instrument affecting the title to real property constitutes constructive notice to all parties 
interested," because they "had the means of acquiring that knowledge," Chapin v. Stewart, 71 
Idaho 306, 310-311, 230 P.2d 998, 1001 (1951). Inasmuch as the statute of limitations started to 
run no later than July 20, 2007, the date the Final Plat was filed, Swaffords' breach of contract 
claims, filed on July 17, 2015, are almost three years too late. Any breach of contract claims 
should have been filed before July 20, 2012. Assuming, arguendo, that constructive knowledge 
of the Final Plat was not enough, Swaffords had actual knowledge of construction of the park 
and planting of the trees. It is undisputed that the park separating Swaffords' lot from Primrose 
Street was completed by August 2008. Even applying this later date, Swaffords' complaint is 
still time-barred. 
Swaffords contend that the statute of limitations only accrued when they received a letter 
dated September 3, 2014, informing them that Huntsman Springs did not intend to allow access 
to their lot from Primrose Street. 15 However, the facts show that that Huntsman Springs sent the 
letter in response to a letter sent by Swaffords on August 20, 2014, already alleging a breach of 
contract. 16 By suggesting in their letter that they would sue if they did not receive a response, 
Swaffords have essentially conceded to knowing that an alleged breach of contract had already 
occurred. 
The Court has examined the undisputed evidence in a light most favorable to Swaffords, 
and has drawn every reasonable inference in their favor. Nevertheless, it must conclude that 
there are no genuine issues of material fact on the issue of timeliness, and Huntsman Springs is 
entitled to summary judgment on the contract-based claims (Counts 1, 2, and 3) as a matter of 
law. 
In Count 4, Swaffords assert a claim under the Idaho Consumer Protection Act ("the 
Act"). LC. § 48-619. The statute oflimitations for such claims is only two years, and begins to 
run when the action "accrues." LC. § 48-619. Again, an action accrues when an "aggrieved party 
suffers damages." Corbridge v. Clark Equip. Co., 112 Idaho 85, 88, 730 P.2d 1005, 1008 (1986). 
Nothing in the record would support a finding that a cause of action under the Act could have 
15 A.ff.of Ron L. Swafford, Att. N. 
16 Comp!., Art. F. 
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accrued any later than the date applicable to the breach of contract claims. Because the statute 
governing the Act bars any action after two years, Count 4 is even more untimely than those 
centered on a breach of written contract. 
Finally, the statute of limitations for misrepresentation or fraud (Count 5) is three years. It 
does not "[accrue] until the discovery, by the aggrieved party, of the facts constituting the fraud 
or mistake." LC.§ 5-218(4). Again, the facts alleging fraud were discovered, or could have been 
discovered, when the final plat was recorded with the County, or at the very least, when the park 
separating the lot and Primrose Street was completed. Therefore, this action should have been 
brought by July 20, 2010, or at least by August 2011 under the most generous interpretation of 
the facts. The Court simply does not have jurisdiction to consider any of Swaffords' claims 
because all counts are time-barred. 
Swaffords claim "to have learned that the real property at issue herein has been rezoned" 
to their detriment. 17 They also "proposed to submit additional affidavits" to establish the 
modification. 18 If true, this could create a new, timely cause of action. However, no evidence 
establishing the substance or timing of the alleged zoning change was ever submitted by 
Swaffords. Therefore, Swaffords' assertions have never been substantiated by admissible 
evidence in the record. Nevertheless, Huntsman Springs has responded to these allegations with 
admissible evidence showing that the re-designation of Swaffords' lot did not materially change 
its commercial use, it merely changed the name of the commercial zone. Additionally, it is 
undisputed that the County initiated the re-designation, not Huntsman Springs. 19 Therefore, 
looking at the admissible evidence in a light most favorable to Swaffords, the Court must still 
conclude that a later accrual date should not apply to any of their claims. 
B. Amending the Complaint is futile because Swafford's claims would still be barred 
by the relevant statutes of limitations. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a) allows a complaint to be amended "once as a matter 
of course at any time before a responsive pleading is served ... [ o ]therwise, a party may amend a 
17 Aff. of Ronald L. Swafford, at~ I. 
18 Id., at 2. 
19 Aff. of Douglass E. Self, at~~ 2-5. 
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pleading only by leave of court or by written consent of the adverse party." Leave to amend 
pleadings is to be "freely given when justice so requires." Id. The purpose ofthis rule is to allow 
a claim. to be determined on its merits rather than on some procedural technicality. Clark v. 
Olsen, 110 Idaho 323, 326, 715 P.2d 993, 996 (1986); Drennon v. Craven, 141 Idaho 942, 945, 
120 P.3d 1146, 1149 (Ct.App.2004). If, however, a motion to amend a complaint is futile, it m.ay 
be denied. McCann v. McCann, 138 Idaho 228,237, 61 P.3d 585,594 (2002); Black Canyon 
Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat'l Bank, 119 Idaho 171,175,804 P.2d 900,904 (1991) 
The Swaffords' newly added claim. for "abandonment" of their lot is not supported by 
any statute or case law. Even it was, the amendments proposed by Swaffords are subject to the 
same legal infirmities as were the claims in the original complaint. Swaffords allege that 
Huntsman Springs has effectively abandoned Swaffords' lot by (1) visually and conceptually 
excluding the property from the rest of the subdivision, and (2) failing to maintain the "Town 
Plaza commercial" area depicted in the brochures. Looking at the substance of these new 
allegations, it appears that Swaffords are merely repackaging their breach of contract claims, 
rather than articulating a new and viable cause of action. One cannot avoid a limiting statute by 
simply changing the title of the cause of action. At their essence, these claims are merely a 
re branding of the exisiting breach of contract claims. Because any breach of contract claims are 
barred by the statute of limitations, the Court must conclude this claim would also be barred. 
Most importantly, even if the Court somehow recognized the new abandonment claim as 
a permissible cause of action, there is no reason to conclude that the applicable statute of 
limitations for this theory would exceed five years. The Court concludes that at this stage of the 
proceedings, permitting the proposed amendments would be both unjust and futile under Rule 
15. Therefore, the Court denies Swaffords' motion to amend the complaint. 
C. Huntsman Springs' motion to strike untimely affidavit is denied. 
Huntsman Springs filed a motion to strike the affidavit of Plaintiffs in support of their 
motion to amend the complaint for being untimely. Recognizing that denying the motion to 
amend would likely be dispositive, without an adjudication on the merits, the Court determined it 
would be wiser to consider the affidavit, so that it could fully draw all reasonable inferences in 
favor of the Plaintiff before granting summary judgment or denying the proposed amendment. 
Therefore, the Court denies Huntsman Spring's motion to strike. However, notwithstanding the 
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Court's consideration of the evidence contained in the late affidavit, the Court concludes that the 
affidavit contained little, if any, admissible or material evidence. The affidavit from Douglas 
Self fully dispelled the notion that Huntsman Springs was involved in any improper or 
prejudicial rezoning of the lot.20 
20 Id. 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, the Court hereby orders as follows: 
1. Huntsman Springs' motion to strike the late Affidavit of Ronald L. Swafford is 
DENIED; 
2. Swaffords' Motion to Amend Complaint is DENIED; 
3. Summary judgment is GRANTED in favor of Huntsman Springs as to all claims 
asserted in their complaint; and 
4. This decision being fully dispositive of the matter, counsel for Huntsman Springs 
is directed to prepare a proposed final judgment complying with I.R.C.P. 54(a). 
SO ORDERED this /qH-d,ay of February, 2016. 
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JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint is denied. 
2. Summary Judgment is granted in favor of defendant as to all claims 
asserted in the plaintiffs' complaint. 
\\
--1-\f\ 
DATED this --- day of Q-pt', \ 2016. 
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HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No.: CV-2015-203 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
COSTS 
COMES NOW HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., by and through its attorney, SEAN 
MOULTON of Moulton Law Office, and pursuant to LC.§§ 12-120(3), 12-121, and Rule 54 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, moves this Honorable Court for an order granting 
Huntsman Springs attorney's fees and costs. 
This motion is supported by the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, and the 
Affidavit of Sean Moulton in Support of Costs and Attorney Fees. This motion is made on 
the following grounds: 
1. Huntsman Springs, Inc. is the "prevailing party." I.R.C.P. 54(d)(B); Daisy Mfg. Co., 
Inc. v. Pa;ntball Sports, Inc., 999 P.2d 914, 917 (Idaho App. 2000) abrogated by 
BECO Const. Co., Inc. v. J-U-B Engineers Inc., 233 P.3d 1216 (Idaho 2010). This 
Court granted summary judgment in Huntsman Springs' favor and dismissed all of 
Plaintiffs' claims as time barred. 1 
2. Huntsman Springs is entitled to attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-120(3) 
because the subject of the Plaintiffs' law suit was a contract claim on a "commercial 
lot." Section 12-120(3) states, "The term 'commercial transaction' is defined to mean 
all transactions except transactions for personal or household purposes." Throughout 
Swaffords' Complaint they refer to the contract under which they purchased the 
"commercial lot." At the end of the Complaint, the Swaffords petition the Court for 
attorney's fees pursuant to Section 12-120(3). Additionally, the Idaho Supreme Court 
has granted attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-120(3) when a party prevailed 
at summary judgment on statute of limitations grounds. Reynolds v. Trout Jones 
Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., 154 Idaho 21, 27,293 P.3d 645,651 (2013). 
3. Huntsman Springs is entitled to an award of attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 
12-121. As stated above, Huntsman Springs is the "prevailing party." Rule 54( e )( 1) 
states, "attorney fees under section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded by the court 
only when it finds, from the facts presented to it, that the case was brought, pursued 
or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." This Court ruled that 
1 Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment (Feb. 19,2016). 
the Swaffords' Complaint was three years too late. 2 Additionally, the Court 
concluded that the Swaffords' letter, "essentially conceded to knowing that an 
alleged breach of contract had already occurred."3 The Swaffords lacked any basis in 
law or fact to file their untimely complaint. 
4. Huntsman Springs moves the Court for an award of costs pursuant to Rule 54( d). 
5. Huntsman Springs requests that time for the hearing of this motion be set by the 
Court. 
., -,--
DA TED this z_ \ day of April, 2016. 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
Sean Moulton, attorney for Defendant 
2 Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p.5. 
3 Id. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Memorandum on the following individual via the method(s) indicated below: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
DA TED this d.l day of April, 2016. 
Via· 
(;:j" U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) ,,,Overnight Mail 
(vf Facsimile 
( ) Email (pdf attachment) 
Cherise Hibbert 
SEAN MOULTON 
MOULTON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 631 
60 East Wallace 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telephone: (208) 354-2345 
Fax: (208) 354-2346 
seanmoulton@tetonvalleylaw.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
AP!~ L l 2016 
TIME:-------:-= 
TETON CO. iD DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD AND 
MARGARET SWAFFORD, husband and wife, Case No.: CV-2015-203 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SEAN MOULTON IN 
SUPPORT OF COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss: 
County of Teton ) 
SEAN R. MOULTON, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and says: 
1. That he is the attorney for Huntsman Springs, Inc. and as such is well informed as to 
the costs, disbursements and attorney's fees of Huntsman Springs, Inc. 
2. That to the best of his knowledge and belief, the Detail of Attorney Fees below and 
disbursements have been necessarily incurred in said action and are being claimed in 
compliance with Rule 54( d) and 54( e )(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SEAN MOULTON IN SUPPORT 
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES 
3. 
Attornev's Fees in Detail 
Date Professional Service 
9/07/15 Balance forward 
Review Swafford complaint and exhibits; 
correspondence w/D Prows and T Woolstenhulme 
9/08/15 re: Swafford complaint 
Review Swafford file, contract, and plats; legal 
research re: statute of limitations; phone 
conference w/T Woolstenhulme re: plat and as-
built dates; review T Woolstenhulme 
correspondence re: Swafford notes; reply 
correspondence w/T Woolstenhulme re: dates for 
9/09/15 affidavits; notes for affidavits 
Review statute of limitations law on fraud; phone 
conference w/T Woolstenhulme re: affidavit and 
9/17/15 exhibits 
Review documentation from T Woolstenhulme re: 
road construction and landscaping dates; follow-
up correspondence w/Todd; research motion to 
dismiss versus summary judgment issues; phone 
conference w/H Walker re: City of Driggs storm 
9/18/15 water discharoe issues 
Review T Woolstenhulme correspondence re: 
9/21/15 affidavit information 
Review dates for T Woolstenhulme affidavit; 
review correspondence from J Prows re: 
assignment of buyback option to Jeff Davis; 
research Brock Development title for recorded 
9/23/15 buyback option· reply correspondence w/D Prows 
Draft T Woolstenhulme Affidavit in Support of 
Motion to Dismiss; meeting w/T Woolstenhulme to 
review Swafford complaint, exhibits for affidavit, 
and revise affidavit; prepare exhibits; research: 
statute of limitations for breach of contract, Idaho 
Consumer Protection Act, fraud, motion to dismiss 
converting to summary judgment, Idaho Code 12-
9/24/15 120(3) (8) 
Reply to D Prows correspondence re: Swafford 
Answer and Motion to Dismiss; phone conference 
and call w/T Woolstenhulme re: affidavit exhibits; 
meeting w/T Woolstenhulme re: exhibits and 
affidavit signature; draft Answer to Swafford 
9/25/15 Complaint· draft Memorandum of Law 
9/28/15 Filing Fee: Teton County - Swafford Answer 
Supervise filing of Complaint; draft Motion to 
9/28/15 Dismiss· draft Notice of Hearino 
Phone conference w/Teton County clerks re: 
9/29/15 exhibit labelino and date for hearino; finalize T 
AFFIDAVIT OF SEAN MOULTON IN SUPPORT 
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES 
Hours Amount Balance 
$0.00-
1.0 $195.00 $195.00 
2.5 $487.50 $682.50 
0.5 $97.50 $780.00 
2.0 $390.00 $1,170.00 
0.3 $58.50 $1 228.50 
1.0 $195.00 $1 423.50 
8.0 $1 560.00 $2,983.50 
10 $1,950.00 $4,933.50 
0.0 $136.00 $5,069.50 
1.0 $195.00 $5,264.50 
1.5 $292.50 $5,557.00 
Woolstenhulme affidavit; supervise filing of 
Motion to Dismiss, Memorandum in Support, and 
Notice of Hearing; draft correspondence w/R 
Swafford re: court filings; review and reply to T 
Woolstenhulme re: affidavit and status 
conferencere: reliqion and visitation issues 
Correspondence w/R Swafford re: hearing dates 
10/06/15 for summary iudqment motion 
Phone conference w/court clerk re: amended 
hearing date; revise Notice of Hearing; supervise 
10/07/15 filing 
Review IRCP 56(c) for summary judgment 
10/08/15 oooosition brief deadline 
11/03/15 Review Swafford Exhibits 
Review Swafford Memorandum in Opposition and 
Affidavit; outline affidavit in preparation for 
drafting reply; phone conference w/T 
Woolstenhulme re: additional affidavit 
information; correspondence w/T Woolstenhulme 
11/09/15 re: fence construction date 
Research Idaho jurisdiction and statute of 
limitations issues; draft reply brief to Swafford's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Summary 
Judgment; phone conference w/T Woolstenhulme 
re: fencing invoice; meeting w/T Woolstenhulme 
11/10/15 re: 2nd affidavit 
Interoffice meeting re: hearing arguments; review 
memorandum for summary Judgment, opposition, 
and·reply in preparation for hearing; draft hearing 
presentation outline and rehearse; hearing 
11/17/2015 attendance 
Reply correspondence w/D Prows re: Swafford 
11/21/15 suit and potential for counter-suit 
Reply correspondence w/D Prows re: Swafford 
litigation and briefing; review Swafford Motion to 
Allow Submission of Additional Evidence in 
Opposition to Defendants Motion for Summary 
Judgment, Affidavit of R Swafford to Submit 
Additional Evidence, Motion to Amend Complaint, 
and Affidavit in Support of Amending Complaint; 
schedule hearing; review interrogatories and 
Requests for Production; phone conference w/T 
Woolstenhulme re: City of Driggs rezoning related 
to Swafford property; revise Holland agreements; 
11/23/15 follow-up correspondence w/D Prows 
Phone conference w/City of Driggs P&Z 
administrator re: name change of PUD HS-C zone 
to Mixed Use Commercial; phone conference 
w/City of Driggs attorney re: coordination of A 
Koehler affidavit concerning Swafford allegations 
11/24/15 of zone chanqe 
11/25/15 Correspondence w/ D. Prows and T. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SEAN MOULTON IN SUPPORT 
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES 
0.3 $58.50 $5 615.50 
0.5 $97.50 $5,713.00 
0.2 $39.00 $5,752.00 
0.3 58.50 $5,810.50 
2.8 $546.00 $6 356.50 
4.8 $936.00 $7 292.50 
4.5 $877.50 $8 170.00 
0.2 $39.00 $8,209.00 
2.5 $487.50 $8 696.50 
0.5 $97.50 $8 794.00 
0.2 $39.00 $8,833.00 
Woolstenhulme re: Swafford Motion for Additional 
Information 
Research Rule 56(c) and miscellaneous case law 
re: Swafford request to submit additional 
12/01/15 information 
Research and drafting of Motion to Strike 
Swafford Motion to Submit Additional 
Information; research and drafting of Opposition 
to Swafford Motion to Amend Complaint; draft 
cover letter to Judge Moeller for chamber copies 
of Motion to Strike and Opposition briefs; 
supervise filing of Motion to Strike; draft cover 
12/04/15 letter to R Swafford re: copies of Motion to Strike 
Draft A Koehler Affidavit for Opposition to 
Swafford Motion to Amend; review T 
Woolstenhulme correspondence re: new land 
development and zoning codes; correspondence 
w/S Zollinger and Annie re: affidavit; phone 
conference w/S Zollinger re: affidavit approval; 
correspondence w/D Self re: affidavit changes; 
phone conference w/D Self re: affidavit changes; 
12/07/15 meetinq w/D Self re: pick up notorazied affidavit 
Finalize Opposition to Swafford Motion to Amend; 
draft cover letter to R Swafford and Judge Moeller 
re: Opposition to Motion to Amend copies; 
12/08/15 supervise filinq · 
Preparation for and attendance at hearing to 
12/15/2015 amend Swafford Complaint 
Review R Swafford letter re: meet and confer 
letter; reply letter re: refusal to reply to discovery 
01/07/16 until post-summarv iudqment 
Review Memorandum of Decision re: Swafford 
complaint; correspondence w/Dale re: 
Memorandum results and possibility of appeal; 
review D Prows correspondence re: appeal 
02/25/16 potential 
Review Memorandum in preparation for drafting 
03/14/16 judqment 
Research Idaho Code 12-120(3), 12-121, Rule 54 
and Court's decision re: costs and fees; draft 
Judgment for Summary Judgment; draft Motion 
for Fees and Costs; draft Memorandum of Fees 
and Costs; draft cover letter re: proposed 
judgment; phone conference w/court clerk re: 
digital copy of letter; supervise filing - Swafford 
03/21/16 case 
Review Swafford Objection to Defendant's 
Proposed Judgment; compare Objection to court's 
03/22/16 Memorandum of Decision 
Review judgment for filing deadline for motion for 
fees and costs; review billings for affidavit for 
04/19/16 Swafford motion for fees and costs; 
AFFIDAVIT OF SEAN MOULTON IN SUPPORT 
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES 
1 $195.00 $9 028.00 
6 $1,170.00 $10 198.00 
2.5 $487.50 $10 685.50 
0.5 $97.50 $10 783.00 
1.0 $195.00 $10 978.00 
1.0 $195.00 $11 173.00 
0.7 $136.50 $11 309.50 
.2 $39.00 $11,348.50 
3.7 $721.50 $12,070.00 
.3 $58.50 $12,128.50 
.3 $58.50 $12 187.00 
Telcon w/ business manager re: 
Swafford/Huntsman legal billings for Memorandum 
of Fees; revise motion and memorandum of fees; 
4/21/16 draft affidavit of fees; supervise filing; 2.0 $390.00 $12,577.00 
DATED this 2/ ~kr of April, 2016. 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
A~~-M~ 
Sean Moulton, attorney for Defendant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this d\ day of April 2016. 
(\~ ~ . /ltk WiJ(\,k lob!,\_X-
NoTARY PUBLICfor Idaho CHERISE HIBBERT 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
AFFIDAVIT OF SEAN MOULTON IN SUPPORT 
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES 
Residing at: \)d 9q') . . 
My commission expires: 8 · 2- \ · 2..0 l rl 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Affidavit of Sean Moulton In Support of Costs and Attorney Fees on the following 
individual via the method(s) indicated below: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
DATED thisc11_ day of April, 2016. 
Via: 
(~_LS.Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) pvernight Mail 
M Facsimile 
( ) Email (pdf attachment) 
0h£11i1Jthl1t1oo 1 
Cherise Hibbert - 1 
AFFIDAVIT OF SEAN MOULTON IN SUPPORT 
OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES 
SEAN MOUL TON 
MOULTON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 631 
60 East Wallace 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telephone: (208) 354-2345 
Fax: (208) 354-2346 
seanmoulton@tetonvalleylaw.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
APR I. i 20'15 
TiME: __ . 
TETON GO. lD DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD AND 




HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No.: CV-2015-203 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY FEES 
COMES NOW Sean Moulton of Moulton Law Office on behalf of Huntsman 
Springs, Inc., pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120(3) and 12-121, Rule 54(d), 54(e)(l) and 
54(e)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and supported by the Affidavit of Sean 
Moulton in Support of Costs and Attorney's Fees submit the following items of costs to 
which Huntsman Springs is entitled as a matter of course: 
Costs 
Reasonable attorney fees to be 
fixed by the Court as set out in the 
Affidavit for Attorney Fees filed 
herewith. 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 






DATED this 2/ J!aay of April, 2016. 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
t ~ 12:. WLU~ 
Sean Moulton, attorney for Defendant 
SEAN MOUL TON being first duly sworn and on oath, deposes and says: 
That he is the attorney for Huntsman Springs, Inc. and as such is well informed as to 
the costs, disbursements and attorney's fees of Huntsman Springs, Inc.; that to the best of 
his knowledge and belief, the items in the Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees are 
correct and that the said disbursements have been necessarily incurred in said action and are 
being claimed in compliance with Rule 54(d) and 54(e)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
,r 
DATED this zJ day of April, 2016. 
A~ e_~ 
Sean Moulton, attorney for Defendant 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss: 
COUNTY OF TETON ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this d \ day of April, 2016. 
CHERISE HIBBERT 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
AND ATTORNEY FEES 
Notary Public ~ Idaho 
Residing at: \..)v-,sccs 
My commission expi( s: S · '2 \ ·'!.QA 
-2-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees on the following individual via the 
method(s) indicated below: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
DATED this~ day of April, 2016. 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 




( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(v) Facsimile 





MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 631 
60 East Wallace 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telephone: (208) 354-2345 
Fax: (208) 354-2346 
seanmoulton@tetonvalleylaw.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
APR /.. l 2016 
TIME: ___ --,--:--=-:-:= 
TETON CO. ID DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD AND 




HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No.: CV-2015-203 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
To: ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Defendant, by and through counsel of record, 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE, that a hearing will be held on Defendant's Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs on May 13, 2016 at\\ ·-CQ@!p.m.at the Teton County 
Courthouse. 
NOTICE OF HEARING -1-
DATED this 21st day of April, 2016. 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
i!J~12.v~ 
Sean R. Moulton, attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Notice of Hearing on the following individual via the method(s) indicated 
below: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SW AFFORD LAW, P.C. 
525 Ninth Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
DATED this 21st day of April 2016. 
NOTICE OF HEARING -2-
Via: 
~/[ U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( V) Facsimile 
( ) Email (pdf attachment) 
Cherise Hibbert 
May. 5. 2016 4:56PM s •1rd Law, P. C. 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
Ronald L Swafford, Esq., Bar No, 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton., E.sq., Bar No. 5809 
Larten K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
655 Sou.th Woodruff Avenue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
Telephon.e (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
No. 9279 P. 2 
;f/L-
Ii'I THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OFiD.4.HO, IN Al\'fD FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD and M..A..RGARET 
SWA..FFORD, husband and wife 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
huNTS!v.iAN SPRINGS, lNC., an. Idaho 
corpora:tion, 
Defenda..'1t. 
Case No. CV-2015-203 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
A_ND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
AND ATTORNEY'S FEES 
COMFS NOW The plaintiffs who hereby object to the defendant's Motton for Attorney's 
Fees andA1emorandum ofCosrs and Attorney's Fees, pursuant to Rules 54(d)(6) and 54(e)(6) of 
the Idaho Court Rules. 
1. IDAHO CODE ~12-120(3): Idaho Code §12-120(3) states as follows: 
In any civil action to recover on an. open account, account stated, note, bill, negotiable 
instru.,.rnent~ guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale of goods, wares, merchandise, 
or services and in. a:7,y cornmercial transaction unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing 
party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and 
collected as costs. (empirnsis added) 
03JECTIONTO MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS A."1D 
MEMOR..e..NDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES - Page l 

May. 5. 2016 4:56PM s ordLaw, P.C. No. 9279 P. 3 
The determination of the reasonableness of the attorney's fees to be.awarded to a 
prevailing party is conu-:nitted to the sound discretion ofth.e Trial Court and its application of the 
Rule 54(e)(3) factors. The defendant submitted no information as to the facto:rs of 54(e)(3) for 
the Cou,_-t's consideration and/or review. The plaintiffs submit that the fees requested by 
defendim:t are excessive and tL.'1.teasonable. 
A review of the Attct:i:-.ey;s Fees fo. DefaU attached to the Affidavit of Sean Moulton in 
Support of Costs cmd Attorneys Fees support a reduction in the fees requested as follows: 
l. Entry d.ilted 9/23/15: This entry for the smn of $1,423.50 addresses issues of 
h.uyba.ck options not th.e issue of sfarute of limitations or any of the other causes 
2. Entry da.ted. 9/24/15; This eii.try i~ for $1,560,00 and contains duplicative work 
:for the en.tries i:fated 9/9/15 2nd 9/17/2015. 
3. En.try dated 9/25/2015: This·enrry is for $1,950.00 and is dup~cative of entries 
dated 9/9/2015 and 9/17/2015. 
This case was adjudicated in a very quick fashion with the filing of a short Answer and a 
Motion for Summary Judgment. Any award of fees to the defendant in this matter should not 
exceed the sum of$5,000.00. 
2. IDAHO CODE &12-121: The defenda.nt has stated to the Trial Court that it is 
entitled to an a,vard of fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-121. The defendant bas not submitted 
any authority for such ''entii:1en1ent'' 
The plaintiffa submit the following argume11t a.n.d auth.ority in opposition to an award of 
fees under Idaho Code §12-121. 
OBJE:CT!ON TO MOTION FOR A'ITORNBY'S FEES AND COSTS AND 
!vIEMORA};uUM OF COSTS .A~"ID ATTORNEY'S FEES-Page 2. 
May. 5. 2016 4:56PM s ord Law, P. C. No. 9279 P. 4 
unless, 
The fact that a party Ioses is not grounds to award fees under Idaho Code § 12-121 
the position advocated by the non~prevailing party is plainly 
fallacious a..11d, therefore, not fairly debatable." Associates 
Northwest, Inc., v. Beets, 112 Idaho 603,605, 733 P .2d 824, 826 (Ct. 
App. 1987); Clements Farms, Inc. v. Ben Fish & Son, 120 Idaho 
209, 814 P.2d 941 Ct. App. 1990), rev'd on other grounds, 120 
Idaho 185, 814 P.2d 917 (1991) (holding that attorney fee awards 
under Idaho Code §12-121 are "improper were the non-prevailing 
party has presented a 'genuine and fairly debatable issue"). 
The dismissal of a case before trial is not automatic grounds for §12-121 attorney fees. 
Mere dismissal of a claim without a trial does not necessarily mean 
th.at the party against whom the claim was made is a prevailing party 
for the purpose of awarding costs and fees, 
Dismissal of a claim may be but 011.e of many factors to consider. 
When the claiin was dismissed may be another. Chenery v. Agri-
Lines Corp., 106 Idaho 687,692; 6&2 P.2d 640,645 (Ct App. i984) 
There has been no finding by the Trial Court that this matter was pursued and/or 
defended frivolously. 
Defendant's reqnested fees and costs pursua..rit to Ida.ho Code §12-121 must be denied. 
DATED this 5th day of May, 2016. 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AND 
l\.'ffiMORANDUM 0:1 COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEBS - Page 3 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD, ESQ. 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
May. 5. 2016 4:56PM ford Law, P. C. No. 9279 P. 5 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day I served a copy of the foregoing document upon 
the designated parries affected thereby as follows: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 East Wallace Avenue 
P. 0. Box 631 
Driggs, Idaho 83422 
COURTESY COPY 1'0: 
Honorable Gregory W. Moeller 
Distiict Judge 
159 East Main Street 
P. 0. Box 389 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
DATED this 5th day of May, 2016. 
Q~jECTION TO MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S PEES AND COSTS AND 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES- Page 4 
DUS.MAIL 
X Flu{ (208) 354-2346 
D B-.A..ND DELIVERY 
D COURTHOUSE BOX 
D EXPRESS DELIVERY 
0 U.S.MAIL 
X FAX (208) 356~5425 
D RAND DELIVERY 
D COURTHOUSE BOX 
D EXPRESS.DELIVERY 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD, ESQ, 
Attorney for Plaintiffs. 
SEAN MOULTON 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
P.O. Box 631 
60 East Wallace 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Telephone: (208) 354-2345 
Fax: (208) 354-2346 
seanmoulton@tetonvalleylaw.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
2016HAY / I PH 4: o I 
tETOH co. U'H-1 '~' 'L'; Ar,'" 
Df '• I, I ''--' 1•1,:> STRICT couriY· · , 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SW AFFORD AND 




HUNTSMAN SPRINGS, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No.: CV-2015-203 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Defendant, by and through counsel of record, 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE, that a hearing will be held on Defendant's Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs on July 5, 2016 at J..too..c§)!p.m. at the Teton County 
Courthouse. 
NOTICE OF HEARING -1-
3L?9 
DATED this 11th day of May, 2016. 
MOUL TON LAW OFFICE 
~-l::. ~ 
Sean R. Moulton, attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Notice of Hearing on the following individual via the method(s) indicated 
below: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
SWAFFORD LAW, P.C. 
655 S. Woodruff Ave 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Facsimile: (208) 524-4131 
DATED this 11th day of May 2016. 
NOTICE OF HEARING -2-
Via: 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(.flacsimile 
( ) Email (pdf attachment) 
370 
May.20.2016 2:27PM s ord Law, P. C. 
SW AFFORD LAW, P.C. 
Ronald L. Swafford, Esq., Bar No. 1657 
Trevor L. Castleton, Esq., Bar No. 5809 
Larren K. Covert, Esq., Bar No. 7217 
655 S. Woodruff Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Telephone (208) 524-4002 
Facsimile (208) 524-4131 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/ Appellants 
No. 9544 P. 5 
F ~LED 
MAY 1 n ?0 '6 ..... u! 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TETON COUNTY 
RONALD L. SWAFFORD AND 
MARGARET SWAFFORD. husband and wife 
Plaintiffs/ Appellants> 
vs. 




NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: The above named Respondent, HUNTSMAN SPRINGS~ INC .• and its attorney of record, 
SEAN MOULTON, ESQ., and THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellant appeals from the District Court of the Seventh 
Judicial District, Teton County. State of Idaho, to the idaho Supreme Court. State ofidaho, from 
the Judgment entered April 11, 2016 by the Honorable Gregory Moeller> presiding. 
2. . That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court. as the Judgment 
identified in Paragraph One above, is an appealable Judgment under and pursuant to Idaho Court 
1 l(a)(2) of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. This appeal is taken upon matters of law and fact. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL • 1 
May.20.2016 2:27PM s ordlaw, P.C. No. 9544 P. 6 
4. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal whlch the Appellant then intends 
to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellant 
from asserting other issues on appeal: 
a. Summary Judgment was improperly granted as there existed genuine 
issues of material fact. 
b. The Court abused its discretion by failing to view all evidence and factual 
inferences reasonably drawn from the evidence in a light most favorable to the 
Appellant. 
c. The Court erred in the application of law to facts and evidence. 
d. The Court abused its discreti<;m in denying Appellants the right to amend 
its pleadings prior to Summary Judgment. 
5. No order has been entered sealing.all or any portion of the record. 
6. The Appellant does not requests the preparation of any transcript in this matter as 
the issues on appeal are questions of law and fact contained in the Clerki s record. 
7. The Appellant requests all documents of the Clerk>s record to be provided to the 
Idaho Supreme Court including, but not limited to. 
a. Copies of all correspondence between the parties and Judge Gregory 
Moeller. 
b. All exhibits offered at any hearing in this matter, whether·admitted or not. 
8. I certify that: 
1. The estimated fee of $200.00 for preparation of the clerk's or agency's 
record has been paid. 
2. That the appellate filing feo has been paid. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
May.20.2016 2:27PM s ord Law, P. C. No. 9544 P. 7 
3. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to R~20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED thisY._"li(ofMay:,2016. 
CERTIFICATE 
iS, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document on the following by the method of delivery indicated: 
Sean Moulton, Esq. 
60 E. Wallace A venue 
P.O. Box 631 
Driggs, ID 83422 
Courtesy CopY; 
Honorable Gregory W. Moeller 
District Judge 
159 E. Main Street 
P.O.Box389 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
NOTICE OF APPEAL~ 3 
0 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Designated courthouse box 
Dfiand-delivered 
[if Fax: (208) 354-2346 
3'73 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 

















Supreme Court No. 44240 
TETON COUNTY CASE NO. 
CV 15-203 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
------=D-=et=e.:...:.cnd=a=n=t/_,_,R=es=p=on,_,_,d==-=e:..:....:.nt=.--). 
I, Phyllis A. Hansen, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Teton, do hereby certify that 
there were NO EXHIBITS which were offered or admitted into evidence during the 
hearings in this cause. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this \, ~ day of :S:l.l-MR. f 2016, 
Mary Lou Hansen 
by 2~ o o ,.;o Q ?4io...,,y,,__ <i;v.--
PhyllisA.~nsen, Deputy 
3 l '-{ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TETON 



















Supreme Court No. 44240 
TETON COUNTY CASE NO. 
CV 15-203 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Phyllis A. Hansen, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Teton, do hereby certify that the above entitled 
cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true, full and correct record of 
the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that all documents, charts and pictures offered or admitted in the 
above entitled cause will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the 
Court Reporter's Transcripts and Clerk's Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
~ 
Court this K day of :t, v,," , 2016. 
Mary Lou Hansen 
by ?~-SML:0 a, :zH~ 
Phyllis A. Hansen, Deputy 
3"15 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF TETON 



















Supreme Court No. 44240 
TETON COUNlY CASE NO. 
CV 15-203 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Phyllis A. Hansen, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Teton, do hereby certify that I have personally 
served or mailed, by Unites States Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the Clerk's Record to 
each of the parties or their Attorney of Record as follows: 
Ronald L. Swafford 
655 So. Woodruff 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
Sean Moulton 
PO Box 631 
Driggs, Idaho 83422 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this,ak day of---'~==-==+------'' 2016. 
Mary Lou Hansen 
by () ~.Qq,,.., Q ?:H:;;t,,n ,.,_,,,,___ 
Phylli~an:en, Deputy 
